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INTRODUCTION 
What is in a word? We use words in a static meaning for 
years; then suddenly we see a word in a new context, and the 
word takes on some of the life that is in us. Does this same 
thing happen when we translate from a foreign language into our 
own, especially when the foreign language is an ancient one? 
Yes, words take on new meanings when they are imprisoned in 
books Just as they do when they are part of a living language. 
A return to the key words of an ancient language will 
show us their flexibility and vitality. In different contexts 
the same word will take on different meanings and may gradually 
be shaped to express the highest of human thoughts. Such a 
word is the Greek word--physis. 
Physis is a well-worn member of the Greek vocabulary. 
Sometimes it was used vaguely, without real awareness on the 
part of the user of the meaning potential of the word. At 
other times physis became a very technical word to express 
special scientific and philosophical ideas. The word even 
became so popular that it lost almost all the meaning it once 
1. 
had and became a sentence-filler. 
There has been quite a bit of discussion on the meaning 
of the word. Burnet comments: "physis,--a word very inade-
qus.tely rendered by 'nature' •• ,,1 Lovejoy says, "'rhe pos-• • 
sible distinguishable shades of meaning are, indeed, manifold; 
Liddell and Scott give twelve, without by any means drawing the 
2 
2 
lines of distinction so fine as they might be drawn." Beardslee 
wrote a whole book on the subject: The use of PHYSIS in Fifth-
3 
Century Greek Literature. Finally, Holwerda has recently pub-
lished a work on the topic: Commentatio de vocis quae est 
PHYSIS vi atque usu praesertim in graecitate Aristotele __ l3i~ 
4 
anteriore. 
It is not surprising that there is so much interest in 
IJohn Burnet, "Law and Nature in Greek Ethics," Inter-
national Journal of Ethics, VII (1891), p. 328. 
2Xrthur o. Lovejoy, "The Meaning of PHYSIS in the Greek 
Physiologers, " Philosophical Review, XVIII (1909), p. 316. 
3 John Walter Beardslee, Jr., The Use of PHYSIS in Fifth-
Century Greek Literature. Chicago: The university of Chicago 
Press, 1918. 
vi 
3 
the word physis since the word is so important. Ever since the 
time of Aristotle, there has been inquiry into the meaning of 
physis~ 
Physis is important because of the scientific meaning it 
has in philosophers such as Aristotle, but it is also important 
because it is bound up with the humanism of Greece. During the 
fifth century before Christ, the meaning of Ehysis developed 
greatly in Greek literature. When Aeschylus wrote his plays, 
physis was beginning to play a greater part in Greek cultural 
life. By the time that Sophocles was composing his masterpieces, 
physis was an important word, and Sophocles made important use 
of it. Eurip:11es inherited an adaptable word and used it as 
such. Physis gives some insight into the humanism of fifth 
century Greece. 
In this thes'is I will study the meaning of physis in 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. To achieve a clear under-
standing of the meaning, I will survey the use of physis in the 
early centuries of Greek literature; then I will study the use 
of physis in the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides; 
finally, I will discuss the meaning of Ehysis in relation to the 
5Aristotle Metaphysics l014b 17. 
4 
themes of the plays to discover the ideas behind Ehysis. 
This study will, I hope, clarify the various meanings 
that Ehysis had in early Greek literature, especially in the 
tragedians, ~~d show the importance of the meaning that is in 
one word. 
CHAPTER I 
SURVEY OF THE MEANING OF PHYSIS TO THE TIME OF THE TRAGEDIANS 
The word physis has a long history. From the time of its 
first occurrence in Homer until its last key usage (405 B.C.) by 
Euripides in his play, The Bacchanals, this word carried many 
meanings, which mirror something of the life and th'Ought of 
Greece during those centuries. The survey of these three hun-
dred and fifty years of development in the word has one purpose 
in this thesis: to cla.rify the meaning of the word in the 
tragedians a.nd to interpret thetr plays in the light of that 
meaning. ' 
Homer uses physis in the tenth book of the Odyssey. 
Hermes is showing the moly plant to Odysseus. The plant acts 
as an antidote to the potion of Circe which turned men into 
pigs • 
• 
1 
Homer Odyssey 10. 302-6. IIS0 saying, Argeiphontes gave 
5 
6 
Although this is the only usage of the noun in the works of 
Homer, it contains an importa.nt meaning which will occur later 
in Greek literature. 
There are a number of opinions about the meaning of the 
word in this example. Beardslee thinks it means the "outward 
characteristic ll of the plant. 2 Holwerda. translates the word 
species. 3 It is not difficult to see how these meanings 
developed, together with the general meaning "appearance," 
since Hermes proceeds to describe the plant immediately after 
referring to its PAlsis. But is there any more meaning in 
the usage? Myres thinks so and pOints out that the two parts 
of the description of the plant stand at the beginning of the 
growing process and at the end of the growing process. 
If you want to find mOlt in the dead season, you must 
look for a black root; n spring or summer it will have 
m~ the herb, drawing it from the ground, and showed me its nature 
/physisl. At the root it was black, but its flower was like milk. 
Moly the goods call it, and it is hard for mortal man to dig; 
but with the gods all things are possible.!! Homer, The Odyssey, 
with an English translation by A. T. Murray, I (New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1919). 
2 
Beardslee, 6. 
3 
Holwerda, 63. 
a milkwhite flower. • • • The physis, then, of the moly-
plant is its proceedings while it is becoming a mature 
plant in :{\';41 flower) from being merely a black root in 
the iro~md. 
This description of the word 2PlSi, in Homer pOinta 
out two approaches to the word which will continue through 
most commentators' analyses of the word's meaning in Greek 
literature. Some ilee the passive sense in 3lany usages of 
early Greek writers; translations such as "a.ppearanee" and 
l!nature H are typical of this approach. Othel~S understand the 
word 1n ita more active sense, with greater erupha.sis on the 
noun's connection with the verb; translations for this group 
are difficult to find, but "growth" or phrases indicating the 
origin of the final sts.tic sta.te are sometimes satisfactory. 
Beardslee and Hc)lwerda try to give emphasis to both meanings 
of ebY8iS~ 'but they do not sl<cceed very well 1n developing 
7 
the active meaning. Myres emphasizes the active meaning well. 
These two approaches to physis ·,\Ii.ll result in an 
ambigui ty of m.eaning blr the time of the tragedians. This 
ambiguity appears in the double meaning of "birth-character" 
in Sophocles. Even though. the ambiguity does not become 
4 
John I .. Myres 11 The Political Ideas of the Greeks 
(New York.: The Abingdon Press, 19~7), pp. 255-6. 
8 
explicit or developed until then, it 1s good to rememoer that 
the double meaning underlies many of the uses of PhYsi.s in 
early Greek l1terature. 
Hesiod does not use the word p,hys1.8. Pindar uses 
PQls1s only tw1ce 1n his odes. He describes the build of 
Melissus "by say1ng tha.t he has not the !'stature" of the giant 5 
Orion. He compares men to gods either as regards their 6 intelligence or their ~~sis. There may be some reference 
to mental qualities in this last example; however, the connection 
between physis and these qualities is not clear. Heinimann 
gives the best SI.unmation; "Physls bezelchnet bel PindF ... r immer 
nur das It,Brparliche WasEm, den Wuchs. FUr das, wa.s die lonier 
mi t dem ~iorte oenennen, die innere, angeborene Art, braucht er 7 
.E.!'.:l!. !I 
From t1le poets 1 turn to the early philosophers for 
5 
Pindar Is thnt1an Odes 4. 1+9. 
6 
Pindar Neroean Odes 6. 5. 
7 
Felix Helnlmann, Nomos und Ph*SlS (Basel: Verlag Friedrich Reinhardt, 1945), p. 99. lip ySTs in Pindar always means only bodily being, growth. For that which the loniana signify with the word--the inner, inherited nature--he uses ~.H 
9 
the deeper meaning of physis. In any discussion about the 
Presocratic philosophers today, there is likely to be contro-
versy_ For over fifty years scholars have been trying to 
piece together the bits of informat:i..on that remain from the 
teaching of the thinkers who lived before the end of the fifth 
century before Christ. General statements are dangerous 
because of the fragmentary evidence and the variety of thought 
in these philosophers. The situation remains the same when 
it comes to a discussion of the meaning of physis in the Pre-
socratiC philosophers. There are so many opinions that it 
is d:lf£icult to say anything definite. Yet ·there does seem 
to be a pattern of meaning which appears in the fragments of 
these early philosophers. 
Beardslee agrees with Love,]oy Ilthat as a technical 
term, and especially in the treatises of the cosm.ologists, 
physis meant 'the intrinsic and permanent qualitative con-
stitution of things,' or, more colloquially, 'what things 
8 
really are.' 1\ Jaeger, talking about the Milesian naturalists, 
says that physis has the same meaning as genesis and includes 
8 
Lovejoy, 376; Beardslee, 11. 
10 
9 
in the meaning: !lorigin~ II "growth," and "source of origj n. 'I 
Holwerda follows Kirk when the le.tter st,!1tee: IlRether th.e 
truth is that at the 'primitive' stage of language there is 
10 
no firm distinction between 'becom.e t fl,nd 'be.' II Burnet 
thinks that the genera.l title given to the work c,f the 
11 
cosmologists should rea.d liOn the Primary Substa,nce." Millerd 
says that the title should read "Concerning Becoming!1 or 
12 
"Concerning the Formation of Things" for Empedocles. Heidel 
lists eleven different mean1.ngs and then says: liThe main 
sense of Nature was, however, the sum of things as constituted 
13 
by the elements and the cosmic laws and processes.1! All 
of these statements indicate some aspect of the meaning of 
phlsis, but none of them is adequate for all the uses. 
9 
Werner Jaeger, The Theologx of the E&rly Greek Philos-
ophers {Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1947" p. 20. 
10 
Holwerda, 108; G. S. Kirk, Heraclitus: The Cosmic 
Fra.gments (Cambridge: at the UniversTty Press, 1954), p. 228 • 
. 11 
John Burnet, Early Greek Ph1losophy, 3rd edt (London: 
A. ~ C. Black, Ltd., 1920), p. 12. 
12 
Clara E11zabeth Millerd, On the Interpretation of 
Empedocles (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 190e), p. 18. 
13 
W. A. Heidel" !In£pt (J>uO'€O)s," Pro-'!eedings of the American 
!cademy of Arts and SCiences, XLV, No. 4 (1910), p. 129. 
Heidel'l! analysis of the Presocratic philosopners 
with respect to this prOblem is the most complete, so I will 
present his position and ther. other ideas in the light of 
!"lis classification. Heidel takes the fundamental mer,.ning 
of physis to be growth. He divides thls meaning into three: 
physis as a process; physis as the starting pOint of the 
process; and physls as the end of the process ~ He then taJI:e'S 
up each of these a1visions and subdivides. In ehYsi~ as a 
process, he distinguishes conerete growth as phenomenon or 
~'act from abstract growth as a law, principle, or force 01' 
nature. In physis as the starting point of the process, he 
distinguishes the process considered impel'sonally as physical 
t:lement, original condition, or place of origin a.s distinct 
.c'l·OIll personification. In physis as the end of the process, 
i18 distinguishes the external frame or constitution from the 
14 
internal character or constttution. (It is this latter 
category which will be of major importance to the tragedians, 
not in the sense of physical character which occupied the 
nttention of the cosmologists, but in the sense of mental 
14 
Ibid., 97. 
11 
character. 'Ihe mental character posi.tively considered 
LPower, talent, instinct, natural endowments7 will come up 
in the Philoctetes, and the menta.l character negatively 
considered ;natural limitations7 will appear in the Ajax.) 
12 
'rhe general meaning of' physis for the Presocratic 
philosophers which Lovejoy and Beardslee follow ("what things 
really are\!) seems to be more of an explanation of the goal 
of the search of the cosmologist rather than a fuller exposition 
of the meaning of the word. Jaeger is correct in what he 
says (physis means lI origin," Itgrowth," and lIsout'ce or originll ).; 
but he does not cover all of the Presocratic philosophers 
1n his statement. Kirk pOints out an interesting fact when 
he shows the lack of distinction between being and becoming 
in primitive thought, but Holwerda does not help the explanation 
of' physis mu.ch in applying this fact to the Presocratic idea. 
of nature. In trying to connect PAlais and einai in his 
book, Holwerda seems at times to force fourth-century categories 
and ideas on earlier literature. 
What do the philosophers themselves say? Despite the 
fragmentary evidence, it 1s possible to piece together some 
idea of their thought in reference to physis. Ancient accounts 
13 
quote Thales as saying that water is the origin of everything 
15 
and that everything is full of gods. Whether or not Thales 
actually said these things or taught similar doctrines is 
not really the point here because they do illustrate an 
early account of the ppySis, the origin of things, and point 
out the general direction that early cosmological thought 
would take for many years. Also important is the fact that 
the explanation of water as the physis of things 1s common 
sense, since water 1s necessary for growth of any kind. Thus 
in the very beginning there is a graphic example of the idea 
ot' ph,ysis. 
Anaxiroander had as his purpose the description of the 
inhabited earth and the way in which it had come to be as it 
was. He aaid that the source of everything in the world was 
the "unlimited.!! This !iunlimited ll was "simply a boundless 
expanse of infinitely different ingredients so thoroughly 
mixed together as to be severally indiscernible in the mixture 
but which when segregated trom the mixture are recognizable 
16 
as all the differences of an articulated world. 1I 
15 
Aristotle Metaphlsics 983b 21. 
16 
Harold Cherniss, liThe Characteristics and Effects of 
14 
This "unlimited" is not conscious or personal; a. law of nature 
keeps the balance among the constituents of existence by 
drawing on the fund of the lIunlimited.!I Thus Anaximander 
looks on nature as an all-inclusive system ordered by immanent 
law. This is his idea of phzsis. 
Anaximenes built on Anaximanderts theory with the 
purpose of explaining the physical processes which Anaximander 
neglected. He substituted air for Anaximander's unlimited 
and described all change by a process of condensation-rarefaction. 
Compression produces cold, water, and eventually solid bodies; 
relaxation produces warmth and eventually fire. Since air 
1s the most evenly distributed and the most extensive body 
and identified with the soul that holds bodies together, 
Anaximenes substituted it for the unlimited of Anaximander. 
Air was the phlsis of Anaximenes. 
The theory of Anaximenes was open to further development 
because things differed only in degree and the process alone 
remained fixed. Heraclitus made this conclusion the basis 
of his theory of the univers.. Because he used fire as the 
symbol cCcontinual process (since fite is always changing), 
~resocratic Philosophy, tI Journal of the Histog of Idea,s, XII, 
lW. 3 (June, 1951), pp. 324-5. 
he was said to have held fire to be the basis of everything. 
'.rhis is not true. Hera.clitus was not dealing with the sa.me 
problems as those of the Mllesia.n naturalists. He was not 
so much interested in natural phenomena a.s in their meaning. 
In the three times Heraclitus uses phlsis he means by this 
"'lord the real nature of' a thing or a process, as contrasted 
17 
\'1i th the popular opinion of it. 
Parmenides denied Hera.clitus' wQrldof change and 
posited instead a world of being. In a case where he does 
use physis, he uses it in the sense of becoming, the very 
18 
thing he is denying. 
15 
Parmenides' argument drove later philosophers to sa.ve 
the world of nature within the bounds that Parmenides' logic 
had set. Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and the Atomists devised 
systems to sa.tisfy the problem which Parmenides ha.d raised. 
In deVising these systems, each used 2pysis in his own way. 
Empedocles got around Parmen1des' difficulty by 
positing four physical bodies which had their own cha.racter-
istics, were identical throughout, were equa.l, and were 
17 
BeardSlee, 68; Heinimann, 92-4. 
18 
Heinimann, 90-2. 
16 
forever unchanging. The different eommingling of these bodies 
p:!'oduced the world. In the light oJ: th.1s theory it is 
easier to understand a pass8.g~ of Empedoel<?A with two uses 
of physis which have pllzzled many comm~ntatorB. Empedocles 
says: 
Here Empedocles is saying tha.t there is no "becoming, II e.G 
Parmenides had said before htmJ he goes on to give the name 
of pl:!Y;sis to the processes of mixing a,nd 8e9a:r~.tion. This 
process is the meaning of 91yrsia for Empedocles. The pOint 
of the passage quot~d-.Empedocles' denial of an abstract 
phlsis and his affirmation of a concrete one--1s important 
to keep in mind ror an understanding of his meaning. 
19 
Empedocles fl'. 8, in Hermann Diels, Die Fr~ente 
del' Vorsokratiker, rAnfte aUf1age herausgegeben von W~fiar 
Rranz, erster band (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandluns, 1934), 
p. 312. tI'rhere is no .p~S1a of all mortal things, nor even 
any end in dest.ructive eatfi, but only mixing, and separation 
of things mixed, and ~hlSiS is a name given to those zprocessei7 
among men." Myres, 26. 
17 
Anaxagoras took Anaximander's idea of the unlimited 
and added to it the idea that everything is a mixture of every-
thing else. This was his description of the universe. 
Democri trlS described the universe by using building 
blocks of atoms. The combining or separating of these funda-
mental units explain i;he various things in the world. For 
those interested in the idea of physis in Democritus, there 
is M im."nediate question: does Ehysis mean the atom in tile 
philosophy of Democritus. The answer is not certain; Beardslee 
20 
Cf'l,nnot find much ground for such an assertion. In the 
last of the Presocratic philosophers the sharp meaning of 
~hlsis has disappeared. 
The Presocratlcs used physis in ma~v different ways. 
'J:lhere '!"faa some l..1,niformi ty among the Milesien naturalists in 
that they referred to. 2hYsis as the source of everything in 
the universe. .After Pa.:':'menirles ,!W:sil! ... "as used Illore in the 
sense of growth a.s "becoming" or Hchange. 'I 'rhere is no one 
men.nlng which is applica.ble to all. 
It is in the \'1ri tings of the sophists that EhY:aia 
came into contrl3.st with nomos in an ex tended and significant 
wa~l. 'rhis dl.sliinction was a. key concept in Greek thought at the 
20 
Bea.rdslee, 94-5. 
18 
time, as t'las the :;lcan5.ng of physis. itself. In the following 
9ar3.graphs I ",'Till discnss the meaning of E.!:lysis in the sophistic 
It tcrature and its contrast ,.,.1 th nomos, 
'rhe main source of Prot agoras , teaching on p!\vsis" "rrhe 
Myth of Protago1"as," is found in the lrotasoras of Plato. Here 
the divine is 1):'1;1315 'Nhich r.n!,~st be mediated by a.idos a.nd dike 
to ::reach absol:;te nomos. Physis is the natural which must be 
limited to be prase.eyed; nomos lim1ts physis instead of opposing 
21. 
it. 
~le title of one of Gorgi~sl works--On Not-Being or On 
i~atl}.:"e-·-indicatGs in general Gorgias' idea of P&sis. In The 
-
Defence of Pal~nedes Gorgias gives more explanation of what he 
means in eque.ting J2h:[EiS with not-being. Untersteiner comments 
tl1US: 
!lS~SiS" •• coincides with dike, but this dike is not 
a ~ ~o free itself from the irremediable co~rast with 
violence, BiB.. The ::.\p.)riei are, tl1.erefore, inherent in 
the very meaning of physis interpreted as dike, because 
dik.e mean.s the dike of tfie irrepressible Bia., so that 
~8ie' defined as dike reveals through tne ambivalence 
aiIke the rD.dical existence of the antitheses,; hence 
the-rfret part of the title of Gorgias' treatise On Not-
21 
Mario Untersteiner, The SO~hists, translated from the 
Italian by Kathteer.. Freeman (New Yor: 'Pfiilosophical Library, 
199+), p. 63. 
Bei1~: it is precisely fitted to serve as an advance 
dec al'aticm (If tL.o (~raLlati.c rne:::ning 01' I physis t vlhich 
involves the theoretical dissolution of every ontolo-22 
g:t.c['~l, and therefore epistemologieEJ. presupposition." 
19 
Because 12h~"sls is an anti thesis.. 1 t is identified with not-being. 
Physls 1s the living expression of the antitheses. 
In his treatise On the Nature of Man, Prodicus states 
that there are two stages in the history of religion: a prim-
itive stage in which natural phenomena gave things which were 
u.seful to men and a later stage in which men discovered these 
23 
things for themselves. These two stages illustrate Prod1cua' 
application of' phlsiS and nomos: p~vsis is the initial stage 
which is not contradicted but developed more fully at the second 
stage of nomos. Another example of this relation between Physis 
and nomos in Prodicus is the relation of etymology and synonyms 
in his theory of' language; there is no contradiction between the 
two, but one explains the other. :I'he ethics of Prodicu.s make 
use of pm:sis in the sense of 1ilhat is natural and must be per-
fected; physis receives its value by the interpretation of 
22 
.±1?J..£., 141j. • 
23 
~., 212. 
nomos. Ppysis is the given, the natural, that which is to be 
developed by men. 
20 
Antiphon wished to refute the philosophy of Gorgias and 
provide for experience and the possibility of judgment. In his 
system PAlsis is the sum of what can be experienced, whether this 
be sensible or intelligible. Because experiences are ordered, 
physis is also ordered. Therefore, PBrsis is order, equilib-
24 
rium. 
Hippias set as his goal the knowledge of the nature of 
reality; by this he means the truth of the world, what things 
really are. In his study of the nature of the world, Hippias 
discovered that positive law does not always conform with the 
natural law which he had found. Thus he emphasized the distinc-
tion between phlsis and nomos and declared the natural law more 
morally binding than positive law, The natural law 1s also 
called the unwritten law. Positive law arises out of necessity 
from this natural law so that society can have order. Thus 
nomos takes on a new lueaning in its relation to phtais. When 
he studied man, Hippias studied him in terms of his phlsis, 
24 
Ibid., 241. 
21 
human nature. He recognized the unity of all humans through 
their identical phzsis. He taught that human nature was the 
potentiality of opposites, as in the moral deeds of man, which 
can be either virtuous or vicious. In his study of good and bad, 
Hippias studied the character (physis) of different people; this 
25 
study of character became a part of his general study of nature. 
An extreme conclusion to the physis-nomos distinction 
which ran through sophistic thought was the teaching of Thrasy-
machus and Callicles. Thrasymachus taught that justice is 
26 
nothing else than the advantage of the stronger. This doctrine 
is the conclusion of an exaggeration of nomos as the arbitrary 
directives of those who have the power to carry out their decrees. 
This is the same sentiment which is expressed by the anonymous 
author of the Constitution of the Athenians. In that work, the 
author was fighting against the democratic constitution and the 
irrationality that resulted from giving the weaker minority the 
27 
power of making laws. Callicles taught a different doctrine 
25 
~., 291. 
26 
Plato ReRublic 338c. 
27 
Untersteiner, 322. 
22 
in that he said it was only natural that the stronger and more 
talented should have a higher place. In this statement, the 
law-making power resides with the weaker, even though this power 
1s naturally handed over to the stronger. In the doctrines of 
both Thrasymachus and Callicles, the law-giver looka after his 
28 
own interests. 
Throughout the wr1t1ngs ot the sophists, except in the 
ease ot Gorgias, the phy.is-nomos distinction is important and 
vital. The general tendency is to try to reconcile these two 
principles; there are varying degrees of success.. Underlying 
all these attempts, though, there is a remarkable consensus on 
the meaning of ppysis--that Which is unwritten, spontaneous, 
proper to man" Gorgias, in line with hiD nihilistic philosophy, 
uses phlsi~ to mean not-being. Even here there is a use ot 
p&s,is in accord with previous uses because this not-being 1s 
similar to the mysterious and that which is not complet.~ 
rational. 
The historians us. PArsis 1n ways which are common to 
the literature ot the time and also suited to their own purposes. 
28 
~., 330. 
23 
Herodotus llses the word frequ.ntly to describe the appearance of 
something. Th\3se uses are similar to the use in Homer's writings 
in that they are ~r.edominantly descriptions of biological things; 
they seem to indicate the end result of some kind of process. 
Beardslee thinks that the use of phyals in Herodotus, including 
all the qua.lities and chara.cteristics 01.' a thing, is the fun-
29 
damental and original meaning of the word. This use of the 
word is so frequent in the descriptions of Herodotus that 
Bea.rdslee ea.lls it the "na.tural historyH meaning of the word. 
Thucydides uses physis in the same sensea which the 
sophists use in their philosophy. He speaks of human nature and 
the distinction between 2hl!ls and nomos and talent. The scope 
of his writing gives him a chance to exploit fully the meanings 
of phlsis, which had been developed at tha.t time. 
One use of Ehlsis in Thueydidee is espeCially striking 
beeause of the development he gives to the meaning of thlt word 
in the sophists and its application in political affairs. In 
his History of the Peloponneslan War, Thucydides tells the story 
of the debate held between representatives of Athens and the 
leaders of tt~ people of Meios before Athens conquered that 
29 
Beardslee, 20. 
24 
30 
island in 415 B.C. The Athenians propose very openly their 
position: it is the doctrine llmight makes right!! pure and 
simple. A free and friendly Melos ruins the picture of a mighty 
empire which Athens wishes to project to the world, because only 
the powerful can preserve their freedom. When the Melians object 
and a.ppeal to honor, fortune, and the help of the god.s and the 
Spartans, the Athenians reply that they are only doing wha.t gods 
and men do by natural impulse: rule when they have pow.r. The 
31 
Athenians expect others to do the same if they have the pOlfer. 
The largest number of uses of the word 2hYSi,s in fifth-
century Greek li tarature occux' in the wri tinga attributed to 
Hippocrates. Here the meaning of the word is fairly uniform. 
32 
The sense of physis is !lconstitutlon!1 or "temperament. 1I The 
object is that which is seen by the physician; its phzsis is 
that fih1ch appears from the foundation of the thing. There is 
the same idea here which is present in the use by Homer and 
Herodotus. 
The history of the meaning of physis in Greek literature 
30 
"'-hucydides Histqry of the Peloponnesian Wa.r v. 84-116. 
31 
Ibid., v. 105. 1-2. 
32 
Bea.rdslee, 32. 
from Homer to 1hucydldes is full of variety and v:Lte~lity. The 
poten'tiali ties of the word are ev:tdent from the fact that dtf-
ferent authors}) d'1, ,""f.'erent thinkers, and men of completely dif-
ferent ages were able to manipulate the bas:Leconcept of the 
25 
vlO!'d into the varying problems and dil3cussions which faced them. 
,rhe use of the '1:Tord in its biological sense ... -that of the process 
and the sta.ge in it, or the end of the process--runs throughout 
the period in the writings of Homer, Herodotus, and Hippocrates. 
The philosophers made use of this idea in their own way as they 
sought out the ultimate intelligibility of the world they found 
around them. The sophists used this already vital word to i'orm 
one side of a dialectic which f~rnished material for much of 
their discussions.. To complete this picture let us now look at 
the writings of the three great tragedlans--Aeschylus, Sophocles, 
and Euripides. 
CHAPTER II 
'fHE USE OF PHYSIS IN 
THE WRITINGS OF AESCHYLUS, SOPHOCLES, AND EURIPIDES 
In the previous section there was a. historical survey 
of the early meanings of the word ppysis. Now there is question 
of its meaning in the writings of the Attic tragedians themselves. 
In this discussion the drama-texts of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and 
Euripides will be the subject of study, and the purpose will be 
to find out what dictionaries and commentaries can tell about 
the meaning of the word phlsis in these authors. 
There are two major lexicographical studies on the meanin~ 
of the word physis in Greek literature: The Use of PHYSIS in 
Fifth-Century Greek Literature by John Walter Beardslee, Jr. 
(1918), and Commentatl0 de vocis quae est PHYSIS vi atque usu 
Qraesertim in graecitate Aristotele anteriore by D. Holwerda 
(1955). Both of these works include the writings of the Greek 
tragedians in the matter they treat. Each is trying to prove a 
theSis in his work. Beardslee says that there are two ma,jor 
meanings of pnysis in common usage up to the end of the fifth-
26 
century: 1) "origin, II "beginning 'l of a person or thing; 2) 
1 
27 
"cha.ra.cter," "qualities" of a person or thing. He says that 
the first meaning is probably primary but that the second meaning 
is the predominant uee of the word throughout Greek literature. 
Holwerda, more interested in the basic meaning of the word than 
in its history, has this to sa.y: "Etiam historiae progressu non 
intercedente complures habere poteet slgniflcationee una. eademque 
vos d.1.versaeque slmul inde s.b initio continere partes, quas prout 
2 
res postulat in usum suum convertere possunt loquentes." He 
asserts that the basic meaning is found in the equation of pgrsis 
with einai. He then proceeds to group the various meanings of 
physis in Greek literature under headings which point up the 
similarity of the word with the various meanins of einai. The 
word einai can be used copulatively, absolutely, or in opposition 
3 
to dokein. Used copulatively, einai unites two nouns or a noun 
1 
Beardslee, 2. 
2 
Holwerda, 3. "Even though historical development does 
not intervene, one and the same word can have many meanings and 
can contain from the beginning different parts at once. As the 
situation demands, the speakers can turn these parts to their 
own use." 
3 
~., 7· 
28 
and an adjective. Used e.bsolutely einai indicates the existence 
of something. In opposition to dokein, einai means "truth,!! "the 
true." PhYsis has the same meanings. The point of mentioning 
these works here 1s not to d:1.scuss them; it is ra.ther to point 
out the major sources of my discussion on the texts of AeschYlus, 
Sophocles, and Eur1pldes. 
In his seven extant tragedies, Aeschylus uses the word 
~~~ only five times. These uses are in five different plays. 
When the word does occur, it is in contexts which are not vital. 
A survey of these five uses will show how unimportant it is in 
Aeschylus· vocabulary. 
The first use in The Suppliant Maidens, line 496. At 
this point in the play, Pelasgus, King of Argos, has agreed to 
help Danaus and his daughters find sanctuary in Argos, to escape 
Aegyptus and his fifty sons. Danaus next asks for an escort to 
the temple altars, because 
4 
Aeschylus The Suppliant Maidens 496-8. "Nature made my 
shape unlike to yours, even as the NIle and the Inachus bear no 
resemblance in their nurture." Translated by S. G. Benardete in 
!he Complete Greek Trasedies, edited by David Grene and Richmond 
29 
It is not immediately clear "l!l~t Aeschylus is saying, but the 
general idea seems to be that the appearance of a foreigner is 
not the same as that of the na.ti '!e of a, country. Beardslee 
5 
explains this as the .. t ne.ture' of the body, 8,S one sees 1 t. " 
6 
Helnimann translates Wuchs, Aussehen. Holwerda refers this to 
7 
species which can not only be touched but also seen. The basic 
meanlng of Homer l a use of PE.l!.!.!. seems to be the same a.s this 
early use by Aeschylus. 
Another v.se of phls~.:'. occurs in :£!l~. PerSian,S, line 441. 
At this polnt in the play, the messenger Is telling the Queen of 
Persia. of the defeat of Xerxes at Salamis. He says: 
ll£pdmv «aotnep ~aav &.~alOt ,datv, 
t~x~v ~, 5PlaTOt .,Gylv£tGV i.npen£T~ 
GU~ ~, avg.~t nta~tv Iv n~~o,~ !al, 
,.eeVaal v a\axp~ Ovo-.X&.O',.~ 1J.6ptJ.8 
Lattimore (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956) /This 
edition will be used for translations from the writings 07 the 
tragedians unless there is notice to the contrary~ 
5 
Beardslee, 8. 
6 
Heinimann, 92. 
7 
Holwerda, 64. 
8 
Aeschylus The Persians 441-4. "All the PerSians, who 
were in nature's prime, excellent in soul, and nobly bred to 
grandeur, always first in trust, met their death in infamy, dis-
30 
Beardslee 8.nd Heinimann '~ref;1,~ Ulis example in the sarne way that 
9 
they treat the p~cevious one: as!! appearance. II Holwerda, how-
evel', refers this use t.o the con~Gi tution of the body; he com-
pares the usage with that of the medical \I1ri tel's and:)!' ':'l1ucy-
dldes in the second book of his History of the Peloponnesian 
10 
War. Broadhead agrees in his translation: "at the height of 
11 
bodily vigor." A fine distinction does seem to be in ordcr; 
and yet it does not prCJve very fruitful. 
In the Prometheus Bound, line L~89, Aeschylus uses physiS 
in a context which is completely different from that of' other 
usages. In th:i..s P!~sst~ge Prometheus is telling all the things he 
has done for mankind: 
ya~trovuxoovuTE ~T~~'V olmvmv axEep~~ 
OJ'p,~', o'T'vl~ TE O£~'O\H.U~,V 
£urovU~u~ TE, ~a\ Ota\TaV ~VT\Va fxou~' i'Ka~T(H, 'Kai "poe; &ll~AOU~ TCVSC; 
honor;- and in ugliness." Translated by S. G. Benardete in The 
Complete Greek Tragedies. ---
9 
Beardslee, 8; Heinimann, 92. 
10 
Holw·erda., 59-60. 
11 
H. D. Broadhead, The Persae of Aeschylus, edited with ~ntroductlon, critical notes and commentary (Cambridge: at the 
nlversity Press, 1960), p. 129. 
31 
'xOpal T& KGI OT4py~epQ xa\ auveopta,· 12 
Since this passage deals with the gift of the art of augury to 
man, there might be a note of Ifexternal appearance!! in the use 
of 2hY8i8 here, for the direction of the flight of birds was one 
of the signs for interpretation. Dissection of birds was also 
used; although more Tlinternal," this method still deals ulti-
mately with the a.ppearance of that which 1s under examination. 
Holwerda, however, has a different interpretation. He trans-
lates the word as!'omenl! and refers it to the usage in .!:h!. 
Persians, line 441, and in il'hucydides t HistorYjI II, 50. T'ne 
13 
basiC meaning here is "power" according to Holwerda. He seems 
to mean by power the ability to do something. 
In the A~amemnon, line 633, there is another unusual use 
of 2!'!lsis. At this point in the play the ChOl'i,4S 1.3 askiCle the 
Herald whether Menelaus is living or dead. 'l'he Herald replies: 
I--------------------------------------------·-------··---------~--
12 
Aeschylus Pro;uertheuz Boun.d J.~88-)2. "It wail> I who set 
in order tne omens or the hIghway and the flight of crooked-
taloned birds, which of them were propitious or lucky by nature, 
and what manner of life each led, and what were their mutual 
hates, loves, and com.pani0r.ch::.ps. 'f Tre,n::: lated by Dr:l:iJ .i.ei Grene. 
13 
Holwerda, 34. 
This meaning of' 2!~J5is J ff increase, If derives directly from the 
verb POlo, and yet 1t 18 unusual in that it appears only once 
32 
1n Aeschylus an4 s.140m 1n the other tragedians_ The meaning, 
poss1bly, goes back to the Presocrat1c philosophers, men such as 
Thales, whose princ1ple was the water which 1. the baai. tor all 
growth. Perhaps the idea of "growing" is 'basic to "appearance": 
2hzS!s cou14 be translated a8 "the way things grow. tt 
The final use of Rhlsi~ occurs in The Libation Bearers, 
line 281. Here Oreates is telling of the fate that awaits him 
if he doe8 not obey Apollo'. command to avenge Agamemnon's mur-
der: 
Paley connects this ulage with the "constitution" usage found 
14 
Aeschylus ~~emnon 632-3. "No man }:nows. There 1s 
none could tell us t~ lor sure except the sun, from whom this 
earth has life and increase." Translated by Rtehmond Lattimore. 
15 
Aeschylus 'lbe Libation Bearers 278-81. "He spoke of 
sicm.sses, ulcers t6at rIde v.pen the flesh" and cling, and with 
wild teeth eat away the natural tissue." Translated by Richmond. 
Lattimore. 
33 
16 
in med1cal literature. Holwerda, He1ntmann, and Beardslee 
11 
g1ve it tne aimple meaning of "appearance." This latter 
interpretation seems much more l1kely because it fits better 
into the general pattern of Aeschylus' use of the word 2&11s. 
W1th the l1ttle evi4ence there is to make a ,ju4gment, 
it 18 not very s1gnif1cant to say anyth1ng about the word 
2&818 in Aeschylus. The tact that he uses the noun and the 
verb (the verb flfteen times in the extant tragedies) so seldom 
1s slgnificantJ but it is hard to sa)" just what that signlf1canc~ 
may be. When Aeschylus does use 2Blsis, he almOst alw~. usea 
, 
. it in the general meaning of t1 appearance. ff Thi8 It appearance It 
may mean l1the way th1ngs grow," to show the clole relation to 
2&0. Ue showa some influence by the medical wrl ter. and by 
the Pre.ocratic philo.ophers, but he does not .xploit any 
of: theae mean1np. Aeschylus i8 in the pattern of Homer and 
Plndar·1n hl. use of 291818, 
Sophocle.' use of Egr8iS 1s a much more profitable 
study. Sophocles u ••• the word thirty-one timel in his seven 
extant tragedies. His use of the word seems to be more 
l6 
Cf. Beardslee, 8. 
11 
Beardslee, B; Heinimann, 92. 
34 
deliberate and more precise. A survey ot the meaningp. physis 
has In the works ot Sophocles will indicate the closely related 
ideas which he expresses through the word. 
Here and there in his writings Sophocles uses phys1s 
with the meaning of "appearance," in the same senae commonly 
used by Homer, Pindar, and Aeschylus. In the Electra the 
Paedagogus tells Electra that Orestes' running in the Delphic 
games was u good as hi s ff appearance U (line 686). Oedipus 
asks Jocasta to deacribe the "appearance" of Lalus tor him 
in the 08d1pua 6frannus (line 140). De1anira judges Iole t 8 
lack of' experience and her nobility by her "looka' in lh!. 
Women of Trach1s (11ne 308). In thls last example PElsi. 
takes on 80me at the tone8 ot "nob111ty lf J Sophocles exploits 
this usage much in other plays. 
Sophocles also use. Pblsis to 1ndicate distinction 
ot the sexes. In the Oedi!U:.s at polonus., OedIpus says ot 
Iamene and Antigone that they gave all their "sex" could give: 
food, shelter, and devot1on (11ne 445). In The Women ot Trachis 
............ - ... 
Baracles says that a woman not at all "11ke a man:' has brought 
him· down (l1ne 1062). These meanIngs will have interest 
later in Euripides, who i8 very much concerned wIth temale 
35 
characterlstics. 
There are other uses of 2Bl8i~ in Sophocles which are 
much mo:r-e impr>rtant than the one. just mentloned. These uses 
ha.ve to do with the inner part or the person and not jus this 
external appearance, yet there i8 a connection between this 
former meaning and the latter. Even the external appearance 
in the example given somehow reveals the person for what he 
ls. When Sophocles discusses this inner part of A person, 
he naturallY uses a word which 1s flexible enough to carry 
the extra meaning that 8. context will put on it. The word 
1s P&818, and the 8eneral meaning he places on 1t 1s ucharacter'. 
In the A.lu there 18 reterenee to a tfcharacterU wh1ch 
1s tonaed by training. Spealt1na ot bis 80n, Buryaace. J Aj ax 
says: 
It 18 tnteresting to note that there 115 also at P&s1S-nes 
distinction here, !l.lthough it does not seem t.o be aignif1ca.n.t 
in this cue.. The insportant polnt is this: 2hls1s 1s something 
18 
Sophocles ~.J..q 548"'9. "Break in the colt str&1lht 
ott to hi. fatherts ru"ed war.} train htm to have a nature 
like his lire. u Translated b~ John Moore. 
more than is given in birtb. It:l.e developed "character." 
'fh1s "character" 1$ the result of various :tn:fluencea, 
suoh as environment and nat1onality. In the Oedipus fit Colonu., 
Oedipus crit1cizes his sons Eteocles and Polyneleea because 
, n&VT' l •• tvm Tot~ Iv A'~~ v6p0lC .~~'v .UT't.U-.'~' KU\ ~l.u T~~.'9 
Here again there 1. a PAlale-nomes distinct1on, but it 1s not 
significant for our purposes. 
The 'bas1c mean1nC ot "cMraeteI,1I develops into a 
meaninc which ai;n1fie. an ind1vidual's temperament, that 
comb1nation ot qualit1es which make. a particular person what 
ne 1.. In this uaage p!g:s1a can refer to anorgan1a th1np 
(0e41pus the X1ns~ linea 334-5) or to people (Oodipus the King, 
11nes 614-5). The mean1ns of thi$ usage can bQ best brought 
out by two examples. In the Electra~ Chrysothem1$, reterr1n& 
Electra'. resolve to k1ll Aegiathus, wlshea tl~t 4lectr& 
had. telt the 8s.m. on the dq Qf their father t s death. Elec.tra. 
repli •• , 
19 
Sophocl •• Oedl!Ua at Colonua ~31 ... 8. "In character 
and l1velihood they are Ii. IiYpilaDi. M1 translat1on. 
20S0phoc18e Electra 1023. "I wu the aame 1n nature, 
31 
Here the tone of physis is that of temper, inclination. 
Electra reacted the same in both cases, although she did not 
act. Another example is in line 614 of Oedipus the KlOi-
Bere Creon has reproached Oedipus for being out of temper. 
Creon adds the comment: 
Ql 01 ~o,au~Q' ~ua£,~ 21 
a~1'Ql~ b lKatrnc; I: raCy tlAYUM'Cl' (flp£ IV. 
The same use of the word can be found in Oedipus at Colonus, 
line 11941 
Sophocles is not satisfied with the rather Simple 
meaning of pbYsis as "Character. It His characters and themes 
open up the possib1lity of ambiguous meaning$ in words. 
Sophocles realizes this fact and exploits it in his plays. 
weaker in judgment." Translated bY' David Grene. 
21Sophocles oedi~us the King 674-5. "Natures like 
yours are JustlY' heavies tor 'Ehemselves to bear. tI Trans-
lated by David Grene. 
thee hav:2~g~;:: ~~1tS~:na!ngo!~~U~h~t~~1~; b~~t;!;l~~gli~e 
&erauaSion's gentle spell theY' let their savage mood be exorcised If 
~hocles, translated bY' F. storr, Vol. I (New York: G. P. 
naron's Sons, 1928). 
Take for example a passage from the Oedipus at Colonus. 
Oedipus is begging for sanctuary with the Chorus, but he is 
having difficulty because his identity 1s known. He argues 
his cause in these words: 
KO(TO' n~ Ir& KaKOS ~da,v, • 
80''''«; nae~)V,lllv aVi&OProv. fJ:x1T' Itt. q;~ovllv fnpaoaov, ouo' av (~' lYIYVOll~V KaKOS; 
VOv ~' ou~lv £tba~ If611nv rv' IK611~Vt ~cp' mv ()' In:oaxov) £ IOOTON &7t~llllv.~ 
Here Oedipus is fighting against the idea that he himself is 
evil, but because of his personal tragedy he leaves open the 
possibility of being evil trom birth. The parents of Oedipus 
are the cause of his misfortune, because they knew what they 
were doing. The theme of the play puts the "character" 
meaning of physis in a new dimension, that of "birth" and 
"character tl combined. 
The use of p!?.Y:sis with the "birth-character ll meaning 
occurs a number of times in the plays of Sophocles. It is 
24 
used to describe a slave (Ajax, 1259), princesses (Ajax, 
23 
Ibid., 210-4. "And yet .. how was I evil in mtSelf? I 
had been wronged, I retaliated; even had I known whit was 
dOing, was that evil? Then. knowing nothing, I went on, Went 
~n. But those who wronged me knew, and ruined me. If Translated 
uY Robert Fitzgerald. Emphasis mine. 
25 
1301, 
27 
727) • 
39 
26 
f ( and he Wo~en of TrachIs, 379), and a youth AntIgone, 
In 8,11 of these cases, birth in some way determines 
the character, whether it makes a slave of a man, a princess of 
a woman, or an "inexperienced youth lt of a young boy. 
Sophocles further exploits the ambiguity involved in the 
birth-character meaning in contexts which deal with family ties. 
The most striking example of this use is in Antlione. Creon 
is trying to win Haemon over to his side in his struggle with 
Antigone. As part of his argument, he says: 
25 ij ~Ucr£l ~tv ~v 
Soa(AEle, Aeo~lbov~O~· 
26" w.ap'l"a Xcpnga 1(0 1 1(aT' oyop:c lia l q;'uCH v, 
KaTpb~ plY o6aa ylv£olv EOP~TOU KOTl 
'I6Xfl ·W.OA.&iTO 
2701 1"qA.lw,oto£ Kat o'OQ~opDea O~ 
~pov'iY ~n' &VbPO~ 1"QXlkOUO& ~~v ~ualv, 
28 
Sophocles Antigone 659-62. nIt I ~ouse I'd surely have to 11cence it abroad. 
Tr
&irness with his own, he can make man1fest 
anslated by Elizabeth Wyckoff. 
allow disorder in my 
A man who deals in justice in the state." 
40 
The undeI'lying supposition here is that the bonds of a family 
make a membe}' of that family something more than Just a part of 
it. There is a certain manner of act1ng" a. sU<bmission required 
a5 a cond1 tion for being a part of the family. The emphasis on 
the family group 1s intensified by the contrast with the polis 
in the passage quoted. This same relat1onsh1p is found between 
polyneices and Eteocles (Oedipus at Colonus. 1295); between 
Electra and Chr,ysothemis (Electra" 325); between Electra and 
Clytemnestra (Electra, 609); and between Electra and Orestes 
(Electra, 1125). The passage which 1s the clearest example of 
the birth-character meanings connected with the family relat1on-
ship is in line 609 in the Electra. Electra says to Clytemnestra: 
&t yap nl~una Tmvo& ~ Ipymv r6p,~, 
aXcoov ~, ~qv a~v ad xaYataxUvm ~uOtv.29 
The ambiguous use of birth-character as a meaning for the 
word PBysis is only fully exploited 1n the Phlloctetes. In this 
drama the wordplay is very striking because of the theme of the 
29 
Sophocles Electra 608-9_ "You may publicly proclaim 
me What you like--traltor, rev1ler, a creature full of shameless-
ness. If I am naturally skilled as such, I do no shame to the 
D
nature of the mother that brought me forth .. tI Translated by 
avid Grene. 
41 
play: one who is 'corn noble an,d :finds he mus t live up to his 
noble character. In the play~ Odysseus recognizes the nobility 
of Neoptolemus, even though Odysseus himself is the one who Is 
urging toul play. 
'~O'OQ, nal, ~uaet 0'1 ~~ n'~KO~Q 
TOlotlTo, ql(ws1v lJ.'lOl T8XVGO'eal "'Ol"!- 30 
Philoctetes recognizes this fact: 
Neoptolemus himself expresses the tact that will lead him to 
follow the honest course: 
:.!1CQVTQ OuO'X€p& la, TftV a~To\J q::UO'IV 
oTav ~'1C(~'T'~ OP9 'fQ ~~ npoJel~6Ta-'2 
PhI10ctetes gives credit where credit is due when Neoptolemus 
30 
Sophocles Ph110ctetes 79-80. ttl know, young man" it 
1s not your natural bent to s.y such things nor to contrive such 
miseL e:;,"" Translated by David Grena. 
3lIbid.,J 874-6. "Y('u have a noble na.ture, Neoptolemus" 
and n~b~e ~ your parents. You have made lIght of all of this--
the offense of my cries and the smell." 
32 
Ibid., 902-3. \fAll 1s disgust when one leaves his own 
nature and does things that misfit It. If 
42 
helpn him instead of Odys£::cus: 
~ T~V ~ualv 0' S08'~Q~. ~ Tlnvov le ~~ i~XaaTa~. odxl t,ad~ou naTPo~.~3 
With the background of amb1guity 1nvolved 1n the use of 
2?yS1s in Sophocles, it is easy to see the impact of such lines 
as the exclamation of Oedipus in Oedi:)us at Colonus J when he is 
being questioned by the Chorus: 
alva q:uO',~.34 
Perhaps also connected with the birth-character meaning 
is the unusual passage in the AJax, where the human realm is di-
lin~ated. The definition of this realm has some connection 
with the human character resulting from human birth. 
TO: yap nSPlO'O'o. KovdvTll'a O'ffi}.laTa 
n(~Telv Pa9«(a,~ ~p~~ &f~~ ouO'~pa~(a.~ 
fCfClOX' 6 ll({VTlC;, 00'1'\ 1 o.vep~ou cplcJ'tv 
~X.QO'T~V t1ttlTl.. llfl lla:r avepa:JtO', (fJpovu • .35 
33 
Ibld., 1310-11. "llou have shown {our nature and true 
breeding, son of Achilles and not Sisyphus" ' 
34 
Sophocles ,Oedipu.s at Colonus 212. "Dread my lineage!" 
Translated by F. Storr. 
35 
Sophocles AJ.~ 758-61.. "Whenever men f'orget their mere 
man's nature, thinking a. thought too hlgh, they hav'e no use of :~e1r huge bulk and boldness, but they fallon most untoward 
lasters sent by Heaven. II Translated by John Moore. 
-
.tn s .,;.r~l,t aO?~l.o",;J.~a il~e.1it the 'Wol:'d phYs:z.,s in Jla.r.l.)~ dlft'erent 
'ways. l'he two main mea..'41ngs at.' the word are "chara.cter,t 11 and 
'ib1I"th ... cr"araccer. l! 'tne .former meaning i.8 found. in a number 
01' contllxts .. notably in pasasses which describe temperament. 
The latter meaning is always found in combination; "birth" 
(or 1'or1g1n t!) 1s never round alone wIlen p!'\t!ls is used to 
carry the meaning. This latter usage is especially colorful 
and trui ttul in pMsages which deal w1 th the familial bond. 
In these passages, the ambiguity between birth and character 
is not resolved but left as a point of tension to carry ex'tra 
meaning.. The ullage 1s frequent enough and 1n such a way 
that Sophocles se8JU to be conscious of it and fully ex ... 
plotting it. 
Burlpldes does employ the "birth-character!! use of 
RAlSi8 which Sophocles developed, but he does eo only once 
1n the extant plays: 
1$ 61 "(IWa.('\) tW<"y livO~$a 1"a.dTC· 36 . 
The pla,ys of Euripldes ,re different from those of So!)hoeles, 
44 
and this difference 1s reflected in the usage of the word 
physiS. 
A common meaning for ehlsis in the plays of Euripides 
is Itappearance." This meaning is the same that the word 
had in the plays of Aeschylus.. The fact that Euripides uses 
the word in this sense shows some influence from Homer, P1ndar, 
and Herodotus. 
There are two ways in which Euripides uses ppys1s in the 
sense of "appearance." F1rst, there 1s a general usage, 
indicating the appearance of an anima.l or of a. ::nan. In ~ 
Bacchan.als Cadmus says sa.dly" 
At the beginning of The Bacchanals, Dionysus says, 
&v erv£x' etoo~ eV~T&V &AAgeas Ix~ 
llOPq:1}v ,..' 111'ftv 1l1't'{~aAOv 8'~ avOpo~ (puo.v.38 
37 
Euripides The Bacchanals 1357-60. "And Ares' child, 
Harmonia my Wife, in serpent form shall I, a serpent, lead 
against our Hellas' al ta.rs and her tombs, captaining spears." 
~anslated by Arthur 3. Way. 
38 
Ibid., 53-4. lIFor this cause have I taken morta.l 
torm, and changed m::I shape to fashion of a man. II 
The second way in which Euripides uses ehysis in the sense of 
"appearance" is in reference to the beauty of particular 
people. In Orestes. Electra gives a short commentary on 
the beauty of such people as Helen: 
~ ~uat~, lv avep~o.a,v ~ pit' II ~aKov. 
a~~~Pt6v ~6 Tot~ ~aA~ x6K~~plvo.~.39 
This remark is applied to people in general, but its source 
is one person. Euripides also uses RAYs1s to describe a 
particular person--Alcest1s. In a moving account of her 
preparation for death, he says: 
nav~a~ ol ~mpou~ 01 Ka~' 'A6~~TOU e~ou~ 
npo~xel .&~la~£tl -a\ npoa~UeaTo, 
nTopemv An9ax"ouoa ?upa(v~~ i&~~V. 
4KXavaTo~ aaTlvaKTo~, ,~oa To~n,ovA~ 
KQKOV pleta~~ XPIDT&~ £U6tO~ ~da,v.~ 
In these examples of the use of 2&818 meaning ftappearanee" 
there becomes clear the tendency of Eurlp1dee to describe 
the individual as well as the general concept with his words. 
39Euripides Orestes 126-7. ItOh, what; a vileness human 
beauty is, corroding, corrupting everything it touches!" Trans-
lated by William Arrowsmith. 
40 Euripides Alcestis 170-4. "Afterward she approached 
the altars, all that stand in the house of.AdmetuB, made her ~r.,ersJ and decked them all with fresh sprays torn from living 
:r1ngrtle. And she wept not at all, made not outcry. The ad van-
Tr doom made no change in the color and beauty of her face. It 
&n81ated by Richmond Lattimore. 
46 
It second meaning of p&!1s 1n Euripides 1s "manners,tt 
"mores ~" "character. ft '!bis meaning fluctuates from a simple 
description ot manlY qualities as opposed to thoae at women 
(Anc1romache. 354) to an indication of the inner character ot 
a true WOII&I'1 (B&cghana,1s, 315). In the following ,arapapbs 
I will d1scus. these various meaninll and point out the growth 
ot aean1n& in Euripide. t us .. e. 
Androuche I,eaka 01' chan&1ns the nature of men to 
41 
make .1 t woun ... like IAn4!y!!.lghe. Une 354). Orestes speaks 
42 
of mortal natures as trausht with contusion (El;ectra, 368). 
Achillea speaks ot keeping his nature ~ree to right with 
43 
honor (Iph1sen1a 1n /tulle, 930). Thea. -aninII come out 
more clearly when compared with two pusages where 2&11. 
18 used in the same way. In IIMen!. in Aul1. , the Chorus 
. .,.." 
.1o~ JP~ 'K\ ~ •• pol~ ~'Y~Q nopodv.,v ao.aa 
046 , " yvvaials l~.v &~~p6v aa.'v, 
!v6PG< yuvo.,~\v '~o~o,eGa'o., ¢,ualv. 
42t"O· 
OUll laT' 11l'Pt~'~ 046'r ale: .4o.vtlptav-
'xouat ylp ,.oP0.Yp.6v 0. walle; ~po...mv. 
43AAA', Iv.&6' Iv ~pot., ~, IAaq"pGv ~a.v 
'J(opi:xQ)y, "APTl .,11 "Q~' ~. ¥OC1l1'lom 60p ( • 
O,a~opo, o~ TP6~oJ· Tb 0' 6p-&~ iaeA~V aQ~~~ aa(·44 
The context here is an ethical one, and in it the variety of 
possible meanings ranging :trom "manners" to "character!! 
becomes clear. Hecuba comments on the mores of men in the 
following way: 
O~KOUY Oa,vov, at y~ ~lv KQ.~ ~xoGaa Ku,paG e£o$ey I~ aTQxUV ~lpa •• 
xpnaT~ 0' QpapToOa' !vtXP&~ a6Tqv ~X&tv 
~aKbv oloma, Ka9nov, avep~o,~ O· all 
o ~lv novqp6~ ouO~v oAAo ttAbV KaK6~. 
d 0' laeA6~. oGO& av~~opa~ uno ~va,v o,l~eitP', &AAa xpnaTI~ i~' &1£,45 
pa.ssage which is of concern hero. In referring to the ethica.l 
context 1 t includes meanings from '{manners'l to !l chaI'ac tor. II 
Eur:"l..pldes uses physis in the sense of !Icharacter" 
44 
Euripides Iph1genia. in Aul1s 558-60. "Many are 
the natures of men, various the~r m~~ers of living, yet a 
straight pa.th is always the rigllt one." Translated by Charles 
R. Walker. 
45 
Euripides Hecuba 592-8. "But how strange it seems. 
:ven worthles~ ground, given ®. gellt~le push from heaven, will 
~~est well, while fertile SOil, starved of what it needs, 
~ars badly. But human nature never 88em3 to change; evil It~8 itself, evil to the end, and goodness good, its nature 
uncorrupted by any ahock or bIo",,!, a~\,lays the same end uring 
excellence. It Translated by William Arrowsmith. 
'1hen descl'iu.ic.g inC. 1 viduals. Odysseus say,;} to the Chorus 
b~£'ol'O entering the ca.fe to wound the Cyclops, 
Iolaus says, 
Achilles says to Iphigen1a, 
In all ot:l.il~elJe examples there if! reference to 'i..he chHracter 
of the individual, whether good or bad. Perhaps the most 
pointed instance of this usage, -t~hough, is in the W~dca. 
The point where ·the pusage occurs in the play is crucia.l. 
Medea has killed her children 8nd appears in a chariot above 
46EuriPides Cyclops 649-50. HI knew from that first 
what sort you lfare, and now I know it better~ il Translated 
by Wll1i&fi Arrowsmith. 
4', 
h Euripides The_Children of Hercules 199-201. "Nay, 
er son's nature knOl'l r, !£l1QW their mooo: they will die sooner; 
ftor in bra.ve men' B eyes the honour that fea,rs shame is more 
han life. It TrtmSlated by Arthur S. Way. 
l.J:.8 
Euripides Iphi~nla 1n Au11s 1410-11. "Yet love ~~ you naH thrills me t ougn tne mOre 'that I have seen your 
ure ~ noble heart. It Translated by Arthur S. Way. 
-
49 
j 
the house to ~lude Jason. In his helpless anger tTaso!; begins 
to re&lize what kind of 'wom.an he has married and says, 
I 
J 
;'1 
Medea's character is as unique as it is incredible. 
part of 
has its 
Physi$y\ln 
i p 
a pefson. 
'1 
/( 
~trqmgest 
.~\ 
" 
Euripides sometimes describes the innermost 
In t~iS usage the meaning of "character!! 
conndtation. Orestes says, 
! ' oGo, y~p Odpu 
\:\Q.AA.2v /~paxt(l)V O:,$'VQPbs,' &a,£vou~ ~~ve,. 
tv "u' <#,uac, 01 ~ocr,.o 'Ka.v cuWUx{a.50 
I 
Electra says to thei d?ad Aegisthvs, 
! 
,.a O· o~Olv ,,} •./lin·' !3paxyv ~lHAf1aat XQovov. ~ yap cpua,~ I3,"JQIOt;, ou "a xp~lla,.a.51 
"i 
,;, A 
4·),' ,; 
Eu:ripiq}~$ Medea 1339-1+3. "There 115 no Greek vroman 
who would h~is(e d~red such deeds, out of all those whom I passed 
over a.nd cnb~e y,ou to marry instead, a. bitter destructive match, 
a monster, riot ;.Ai woman, having a nature wilder than that of 
Scylla in the 'rlJ:sce.n sea.. II Translated by Rex Warner. 
I, 
5<t' 
I' ]1);.riPliLdes Electra 388-90. !fI\or bides the s'crong arm 
Btaufwhlfer than the weak In fight; but this of na,t1.lre' s 
inborn coura.ge sPrings. ft Translated by Arthur S. Way. 
51 
tell Ibid., 940-1. flUought wealth is,, S8,ve lO!" fleetlng 
owship:--t"Tis character abldeth, not possessions." 
in thl';; soul. H1ppolytue tells Art.emis.) 
6~o\~ O'OaK~~v ~~olvt &AA' lv ~V quae, 
1'~ O'axppovelv 11\:IlX1v I Ie; ~Q 1C&:V& 611~ 
~ou~o,e; Opsns_ea" ~oT~ .0KoTO', 0' ou elll'e;~52 
This character cannot be taught but is in a person because 
he is what he is. In The Bacchanals Te1res1as says# 
o~. 6 al6vuO'oc; aa~pOVITv YVQlxaO'£, 
yuvOiKOS sts "(flV KU1tptv, aM lv "(U cv,lO'si 
"(b a~povsTv ZVSO'T'Y sic; TQ 1tav~' aet.53 
50 
There r.~re certain thing(l wh1.ch belong to man or Homan or to 
In Et:tripides we i'1nd a new mean.i..ng for Ehys:t~. in the 
the epeecher, ot Demosthenes> Isocrates, and Aeschlnes; it 
has appeared in the writings of the sophists but only faintly 
,...~ .,..,., 
.. "\ .,I 
""' .... 
EuX'tpides l!.~.2.2.:':'.ly1il.\~'S. 79··81. "Not those vJho by In-
struct:ton have prot-:1.ted t.o learn" but :t.n wnose very s()ul the 
seed of Chm,c1ty tO~IC.l·d all thinga alike nature hf\S deeply 
rooted, they alone may gather flowers there. The wicked may 
not. If Translated by David Grene. 
53 
~tu':.Lpides }Ihe Bffi.l,(!chw'l.als 314-6. I!D1onyE.lSUl:~ upon. '~mmen 
will not thrust chasti ty': . rri true womanhood inborn duells tem-
perance touching all things everllOre. II 'fl.'Mala,ted by Artllu. S. Way. 
54 
xai~o, Tb enp,~a~ a~eoYt6v T' I~ ~uvlaat T' QXP~~OV TU ~uaa. T£ A£(~£Tal.55 This ey..mnpJ.e ehows the foundation for human nature as a. class 
in nature a.s a 'thole. Although nature here does not mean 
huma!1. nature, the contrfJ.St bettleen humans ano. ~:,Oitlals is 
preoent in the senten.ce. Electra lamantl! her £ituation and 
oGx laTty oUblv o£,vbv ~t a\naTv rno~, ~~ol Kaeo~, o~bl av~~opa ee~AaTO~, ~~ oux av apa'T' axeo~ &vep~u ~a,~.56 
In. ~ the Old Man aERs CrousH nbout the G(We(jn' s blood., 
brute 
lower 
lien?!! 
-Jt ~)"'I' 
r.::r.:: 
Cf. Sophocles' AJ~. 760. 
,..I·"Eux-ipiden 'i'h~ iJ.'ro.ian. Woman 671-2. !! An.d yet thir is a '~rl ... l ,·.'),~"",.,1·1c."'"" 'b'",,';;;;.,'i:-Of' 1jl,,,,·;:ren n"'t l-i l,.,.,. t't:' .' ...... i-"'·'l·~g""nt ~1". w. t-o • .;; v\,;;J'-.· .. "j,"_ .. ,;:.h.:t.,~';. .)';'~;J {~ .. ~ Al.,,J, J ...... ~ ....... J,;..." Il,lV " ... ,tL'l.<t:;H .... .J... ¥ J ff'.l:' in n~tu!'e' 13 scale .. 1I Translated by Richmond T.. ... ';1ttimore. 
5'" 
Euripides Ion 100!l·.. "And these have some ef:fect on Tr~~sl~ted by~nald Frederick Willetts. 
KO! pot 6oKoGatv oG KO~~ yv~~) ~uo,v 
TCpaaOe,Y xa"'OVt £0'1', yap T& y a~ q:povaly 
1toUolcHv.58 
Hect:b,~ t't"ies to pers'.~,!'.de Odysseus to give her Polyxens. by 
appo,f~J.in$"~ to ~';h1s human nature. The Chorus replies: 
06. laTtV OUTID aTeppb~ avep~ou ~ua,~. 
~T'~ yomv o~v xal ~aKpmv &OUppaTWV x~~ouoa ep~vov~ O~K Iv IKPdAoi 6axpu.59 
In thesE) contexts the meanIng "human nature" takes on some 
of the psychological and moral associations ot present-day 
The final meaning of the word phYS,ip. in Euripides 
ie e. p.\ost unu.8u~~1 one. !n this usage the word means "Nature" 
in the sensa of ~~he Bingle un:tvt.'!real force reepons:'ble for 
physiC€'f.l iltoVamal1t. Beardslee su,.V'fJ that the occurer:ICa of this 
58 
52 
Euripides Hi~OlX;tu~ 3'n-9.. III think thtl,t onY' l.1.ves 
are worse than the mln a-que .. tty would warrant. There are many 
who know virtue. II Tranelated by David Grane. 
t:~q 
-" -" .f~L,.;.'l.oil.ie~ HBculnt .296-G. "Su1'el.v no man l:o~lu. be f:$O 
callous or 50 "herd 01':- l.le:-i"rt he could hear this mOt;~lOr 16 heart-~~ken c:r:y and not be touched. II T-.l."anslated by William 
~rOWSm1th. 
60 
~ y~~ ;x~ra xAnl y~~ Ixwv lopar, oaT'~ nOT a1 aU, buaTo~aaT~~ a,Oeve" 
zau~, a!T' avQr.~ ~ualo~ a\Ta VO~G ~pOTmv, 
npoo~ueap~v as- naVTa yap 6,' a TOU 
~a(vwv XIAIUeOO XaTQ oC.~v Tb t T &y£,~_61 
53 
Here the b~kgrou.nd of Nature 'W'111ch l1ecGssita.t~s .. F!tta, becomes 
l1J.a.t.lif"est. Hecuba ldent1.t'ies thi~ tate , .. lith Zeus. '.rhe use in 
If.ouq::a yap Oanava.vop,C ... 
'llV taxov Toot IXe1v 
o T\ noT' cpo Tb ~a!PAv\ov, 
T6 T' Iv Xp~~ ~a.p~ vo~,~ov &81 ~~ae, TI ~1~u'Kd~.62 
Dodds I Cl"$..'1.illation oJ: the lcey line bl~ings OLii; better the 
60 
Beardslee, 4. 
6l 
E'lrip ides 111.0 'rr_o~'EJ,1.?~llen 834-8.! 0 ;:>c:r.1el" ~ 1:1h.o ;nount 
the w()rld ll ~'fi1e.ll whe:L'~ ~h,3 ~>lor.lti 1'1<1e3 .. 0 ro,yatery of .nan 1 s kn.ow-
ledge .. \Y~los,;:)el/el' you be, Zeus named" nature's neceslJit,j 01' 
morta.l mind, I call upon you; :r.'or y'ou walk the path. none hears 
,.t bring ~).11 htUllSJ1 !l,e't.;i'.:m back -to right at la,t;t. Y Translated 
by Richa.rd La:Gtililore. 
62 
. Eu::'ipidea 'l:ne B!iCchan~.U.!, 091-6. !lLit-c~~ ie costs lP , .• 
preel-OUB han.tugs; 'co trust:. ihac what.soev~r from lleaven itil t:t'lt,th f 
has SOvereign sway ~ whatever 'th,ro:lgh age on age has gathered 
lanction by ou.r natnre's cent. '! '1'rSJ1::Jlated by Arthur S. 'I;!D:'I. 
-
significance of this usage. nAnd to consider what has been 
accepted through lO~3ages (to be) an eternal truth and 
grounded. in nature." Here there 1s the more philosophical 
view of "nature" which occurred in the Presocratic philosophers 
and which will return again in Aristotle. It is interesting 
to point out here that the Chorus in this passage from ~ 
Bacchanals has reached the same solution of the Rblsia-nomos 
distinction that Plato did in Laws (890D): nomos is seen 
to be founded on IBla1s. 
In sum, Euripides uses many different meanings tor the 
word 2Blsis. His major uses are the following. He imitates 
Sophocles in his use of the "birth-character" meaning but 
does not exploit this sense. He imitates Aeschylus in the 
"appearance'! meaning, but he develops this somewhat by using 
it for individuals as well as humanity or other species in 
general. He uses the word to indicate the ways of men--their 
customs, their habits ot action--and thiS, too, he uses in 
the double context of human ways and the ways of individuals. 
-
63 
Euripides Bacchae. edited with introduction and 
~ammentar~ by E. R. nodds, 2nd ed. (O~ford: at the Clarendon 
cress, 1960), p. 190. 
55 
The usage with the meaning of "ways of' men" is developed into 
the meaning of "character," the innermost part of a person. 
With Euripides, finally, two new meanings occur: "human 
naturc,lf which 1s very close to the present-day use of the 
phrase, and "Nature," the e~ivalent of the philosophical use 
in the sense of the whole world. 
In this section of the inquiry into the meaning of 
2nYsi~ in the Greek Tragedians, I have tried to study the 
writings ot Aeschylus. Sophocles, and Euripides to determine 
the philological meaning of the word in their plays. From 
this attempt the following facts have resulted. Aeschylus 
does not use the word in any developed sense but in the 
tradition ot earlier poets such as Homer and Pindar. His 
major meaning for the word 8eema to be "appearance. tt Sophocles 
baa a greater variety in his use of the word; he seems to 
draw on the developments in the meaning of the word which 
were talting place during his time. His most significant use 
of the word is by tar in the meaning "birth-character .. II 
an ambiguous phrase which is purposely so in the plays ot 
SOPhOCles. 
The meaning of "character" for RhySiS occurs without 
connection with the meaning at "birthlt or tloriginfl ; but 
1I0irt11" never occurs without reference to ·'character.:1 
Euripides uses the word PWeis ill many different conte Jets 
56 
and meanings. He develops the meaning of the word by applying 
it to general groups, such as the human race, and to individuals 
as well. He uses the meanings found in the pl~s of Aeschylus 
and Sophocles; and he develops entirely new meanings, such as 
"human nature I! and "Nature. It He does not seem to emphasize 
one meaning over others; rather, he uses whatever meanings 
he can find to carry the ideas of his plays. 
Such a study as I have attempted in thi.s chapter is 
valuable but not complete for a full understanding ot the 
meaning ot the word phssis in the Greek. Tragedians. There must 
also be a study of the word in the light of whole plays before 
a complete picture takes shape. Such will be the task. of the 
following chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
THE LARGER CONTEXT OF PHYSIS 
IN THE PLAYS OF AESCHYLUS, SOPHOCLES, AND EURIPIDES, 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SOPHOCLES 
The meaning of the word physis has been the subject 
of the previous chapter. In the present chapter the objective 
will be to see this meaning in the light of whole plays so 
that the import of the word in the thought of the tragedians 
may appear. Tc fulfill this objective, I will take up 
various plays in which the word physis appears to have a 
significant meaning and discuss this meaning in relation to 
the major themes of the play. The general purpose of this 
chapter will be the same as that which has underlain this 
whole study: to atta.in a deeper knowledge of the meaning 
ot the word physis in the Greek tragedians. 
The first play for discussion is Sophocles' AJax, 
which is interesting because of the unusual use of the word 
$818 (line 760) in the meaning of "what is natural to man" 
and. because of the conflicts in the play between the human 
57 
and the divine. Ajax was deeply offended when he did not 
receive the arms of Achll1es. In hls rage he slaughters 
a flock of sheep because he thlnks they are hls enemies. 
When he comes to his senses, he is ashamed and goes to the 
58 
sea to rld hlmself of hls gullt. Too late Taucer, hls brother, 
learns that Ajax will die because he has angered the gods, 
unless he stays in his tent for that day. But Ajax is dead 
by the time the searchers find him. The rest of the play 
deals with the argument over the burlal of Ajax, wlth Odysseus 
finally winning over Menelaus and obtaining a proper burial 
for the hero. 
The word PQlsis occurs ln a context of ~bris--that is, 
1n a descrlptlon ot a man golng beyond his powers (lines 158-61)--
so I will flrst discuss this hybr1s or pr1de in the Ajax and 
then polnt out what 11ght this theme throws on the meanlng of 
the word p&sls. 
The case agalnst Ajax comes to llght 1n the middle of 
the play, when the warning that Ajax ls 1n danger of death 
arrlves by messenger. When Ajax left home, he refused to 
l1sten to h1s father's advlce to seek the gods' help for 
Victory. Ajax boasted that he would wln fame without the help 
of the gods. When Athena tried to help him in battle, Ajax 
sent her to the other Greeks because he felt he could handle 
himself with little need of advice (lines 763-7). Such 
boasting offended Athena, who sent the madness of Ajax which 
eventually caused his shame and suicide. 
There is a disagreement among commentators on the 
question of the hybris of Ajax. D. W. Lucas is shocked by 
1 
the arrogance of Ajax. Cedric H. Whitman passes off the idea 
of hybris as a concoction of the chorus and states that a 
2 
noble character like Ajax had to act the way he did. The 
fact remains, though, that the action of Ajax is out of the 
ordinary; he is above men in his prowess and beyond them in 
his reliance on himself. It is this that Calchas has in mind 
when he says that men who go beyond their nature and think 
thoughts too high will fall to disaster (lines 758-61). Here 
physis has the connotation of that natural state of man in 
which he depends on the gods. 
1 
D. W. Lucas, The Greek Tragic Poets (London: Cohen & 
Weat Ltd., 1950), p. 120. 
2 
Cedric H. Whitman, ~anism (Cambridge, Mass.: 
pp. 73-4. 
Sophocles: a StUdt of Heroic 
Harvard unlversI y Press, !951), 
59 
60 
The situation in the AJax and that in Prometheus Bound 
are strikingly similar. In both plays there is a conflict be-
tween a greater power and a lesser power, although there is a 
ditference between the divine Prometheus and glorious yet still 
human Ajax. In both plays the fault is in going beyond onets 
powers. In this respect they both point out the dependence on 
the supreme deity which Sophocles expresses in the word 2&sis. 
There is 8 further relation. Prometheus describes what he has 
done for manl he has given them intelligence, the practical 
arts, security from the elements, language, control over nature, 
medicine, seercratt, knowledge of valuable metals--in short, all 
of the arts (lines 436-506). The implication here is that these 
things were not natural to man. In giving these gifts to man, 
Prometheus gave them some thIng they did not deserve and thereby 
otfended Zeus. The point here is that Aeschylus had a definite 
idea of what 1s natural to man. He made his teaching explicit. 
On this pOint, he is very much like Sophocles. 
The theme of what is natural to man is the basis for the 
Conflict in Sophocles' Ajax. That this theme should appear in 
the word PAlsis is not surprising because of the meaning of 
"birth" or lIorigintt which the word usually has in Sophocles, 
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with the added connotation of tlcharacter." In the Ajax Sophocles 
is saying tha.t man has a certain position because of his origin, 
because he is human; any surpassing of this position brings 
divine retribution. In the next section, I will discuss more 
fully the "birth-character ll meaning of physis to see just what 
the import of this theme might be in the pl~s of Sophocles. 
It is in the Oedipus the KinS that Sophocles depicts a 
mants search for his identity. In such a play there should 
plausibly be an important usage of the birth-character theme 
because it is in knowing his birth that Oedipus will know what 
he is. This theme does occur in the pla.y, and it is vital to 
the understanding of the whole tragedy. 
There is no doubt that Oedipus is searching for his 
identity. He is deeply concerned about the failure of the crops 
and the bad omens. He wants to find out the cause, so he sends 
Creon to the oracle at Pytho. When Oedipus hears that the mur-
derers of Laius must be punished, he begins an investigation to 
find out who they are. He does everything he can to discover 
the murderers; finally he summons Teiresias. It is when Teiresias 
D1&k.es hi.s accusation that Oedipus' search for his own identity 
instead of the l.dentity of' the murderers really begins. Jocasta 
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enters and tries to smooth over the argument; but in her attempt 
she mentions Laius' murder where the three roads meet, a place 
which Oedipus vividly remembers. The second turning point in the 
play and in Oedipus' knowledge of himself occurs when the Cor-
inthian Messenger reveals that polybus was not the father of 
Oedipus. Jocasta quickly realizes the truth, but she cannot 
stop Oedipus from continuing his search for identity. In a reck-
less passage (lines 1076-85) he declares his determination to 
find out his ancestry. He proclaims himself a child of fortune 
and considers it a matter of breeding to find ou.t the secret ot 
his birth. Oedipus is so set in getting the complete tr~th that 
he is willing to use force on the old herdsman to get it. When 
Oedipus knows the whole story, he knows fmo he is. 
As Kirkwood mentions, there is a linear development in 
3 
the playas the nature ot Oedipus emerges through revelations. 
It is in relation to Creon, Jocasta, and Teire.las that the pre-
lent character of Oedipus and his origin come to light. From 
each he demands information about his identity, and through the 
unintended contributions ot all of them he discovers who he is. 
3 
(It Gordon MacDonald Kirkwood, A StudL of S02hoclean Drama hac a, N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 19;8), p. 55. 
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As Webster pOints out, RbYsis for Sophocles 1mpl1es 
4 
growth that comes trom a. seed. Sophocles thinks that the seed 
1s sown by the tather and not by the mother. 80 the child will 
usually inherit the phZs1s--the characteristics--of the father. 
If OedIpus can know his father.. he can know himself. In the 
beginning of the pl$Y, Oedipus' problem is the people's problem; 
but as the play progresses and especially when OedIpus discovers 
that Polybus 1s not his father, his problem becomes very personal. 
He has two questions which he must answer: who am I and from 
whom dj.d I come? 
Sophoeles does not use the noun .e!\ysis to carry the 
meanIng of OedIpus' search for identIty in his origin, although 
the places where the noun does occur are poignant if they are 
read in the light ot the full meaning the word can carry. In 
his use of the verb, though, Sophocles exploits the possibIlIties 
of meaning. The word pgyein oceurs in key pusages: where there 
1s reference to the birth of Oedipus (lines 435-8); where Oedipus 
tinds out that Polybua was not his father (line l019)J where 
Teiresias taunts Oedipus by saying that he was born 8tr~nge8t in 
4 
t T. B. L. Webster, An Introduction to SC?Rhocles (ORford: a the Clarendon Press, 1936], p. 47. 
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riddle-an~wer:tng (line I~O).~ where Oedipus calls Creon "ill-
born" (line 621) and later aso if he himself is !till-born" (line 
822); where Oedipus realizes who he is--a wretch in birth (line 
1184); where Oedipus calls Fortune his mother (line 1082); where 
he refers to his marriage to his mother (line 1361). The con-
stant repetitions have their effect; together with the constant 
questions of Oedipus they build the theme of search tor origin. 
In the 9edi2us ~t Colonus, the situation is completely 
different. Oedipus is no longer searching for his identity; he 
knows onJ~ too well who he is. He calls his lineage dreadful 
(line 212). Yet this is not a play about the miserable Oedipus. 
The oracle has vind1c8.ted Oedipus. He can bless those who are 
loyal to him ~ld curse those who are his enemies. Oedipus is 
noble and tr lumphan:t. This 1s the theme of: the Q!di.2~~ ... at C01,o-
nus. The play is an illustration ot a theme instead o~ the 
5 
lines.r development of one. 
The play is a. successful dem.onstration of the nobility 
ot one who has gone through much suffering. At the end o~ his 
lite Oedipus ~hOWB his character, his breed~ng; and he does this 
-
5 
Kirkwood, 60. 
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him. The \'fOrd physis indicates this character. His sons do 
things in the Egyptian manner; they will not get a blassing 
(lines 337-8). His daughters have done ev4ryth1ng that their 
sex can do; they will gat a blessing (lines 445-7). Oedipus 
does not use the word 12114s1s tl) describe his own character, but 
tho idea. is there all 'the same. He 1s noble up to the vary and .. 
There are two currents in the play, one pointing to the 
guil-t of Oedipus) the other to ~1s u1 timate ""indication. Oedipus 
arguofi to vtnd:te:ate himself Of the guilt (11nes 210-4), yet he 
admits he is r.tl11 the victim of sn a.licient curse (line :-;':;6). 
Oedipus' a.rgument against his gutl t is interesting; :iG says that 
he cannot be evil in character (1)&s1s) -' because he simply did 
something 1'01" \'Jh1ch he ~"OttJ.d not be guilty even 11' he mew w:.tat 
he was doing-protect himsel:f' when Latus struck him ;11 th the 
goad (l:tnes 210-4). Oedipus is persona.lly tnnocent,yet he 
8uffer3. His chara.cter revea.ls itself best tn his reaction to 
his state. He h.t~mb)'y accepts it and thus receives vindication 
from the gods. Notice the contrast with th.!l theme of th.e Ajax. 
There an arrogant warrior fell before the gods on whom he de-
pended not at all; here a h'l.\mble old mttn meets the deity to whom 
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COIamon bond between the plays and the point of d1tf'erence bet-ween 
the two m.en. 
If the Oedipus at Colonus is anything, it is a portrayal 
of the nobility of Oedipi.4s' charllcter. It is the other side of 
'the co:in .... !hich is Oedipus. In the OeciieU8 the KillS" Sophocles 
showed 'the EHtareh for m.:'igin; in 'z;.he Oedipus at Colonu8 1 he 
depicted the chal~.acteI' 01.' the ma...'1.. The latter plu,r is thus a 
demons tl"n.t1on of physia. 
At r;;'rnt glance" the the:n.e of the Ant1Acl1esee~ to ba 
ve1.'y different from tb,e themes ot' the Oed:1.1Hls the King D,:~(1 the 
Oedi .. oul.~ at (.;OlOllUS. There is nel the!' a search fer iden\:,j.ty ncr 
a demon&trs,:tion of n.obility. Bt;.t the:\."'~~ l~ a cotll::.ectio!lW'ith the 
theme of "b1.rth-cha.racter '! tdlich rl,;;ns throughout the fir~t tuo 
plays of' the tr1log.v, a.:rld this connection is in the i;k~tl. b!~b,1nd 
the 'l\iord. pt:;rsis in the tt1:ird play. 
'l~hc connection 8..'Uong tho th:'1ee plays is this. The origin 
IOf Antlgone) her birth, h£tr ~'\!~'1.ci!tstry Slut pa,rtak1ng in the curse 
and noble qua,li ties of h~u' i'rullily, gives hex' 0.. certain ;,;.harac t~r 
IWhich she follows in her aei;ions. This character a.n.d relation-
'hip with the family cetcrminrul t'!o!"tain 1a1'18 ftH' l\ntigone. Theso 
lr.wt> f'r~ 't~h~t m:!.gl".t he ct·~.led nptprnl lawp., as opposed to the 
po~1tive law of Creon. Through charactdr the Unat\1ral lawll 
theme of the Antigone 1s connected with the Itblrth-char4'.ctertt 
theme. of the first two plays of the trtlogy. 
Physin has d.if"ferent mef't.n:tngs for the two major characters 
in the pIny'; th~.s difference pe1.nts up the basic contrast in 
the p!.a~" .!'!..nil the exs.ct role the lJOrd p.,'t!l:els has in the "natural 
law' theme of' the p1.ay~ Creon extolls aense and reason 
(phrcp.eip) • Goheen has well pointed out the imagery of 
iphrcnefn, th~ tmagery of ~1.ght, and the imagery of ~.0!!i?~. 
6 
in the play _ All of this 1.magery portrays l'That is pecul:t~rly 
Creon t ~:l p..nd. Creon h..tmnal!' implies that hts kno1-rledge c()mee 
with aee Ct?J1:rs:l~J when he tlisda.inful1y asks his son Ha,emon 
if he, Creon., at. 11:t8 age .• is to learn from a YOUl1g boy (lines 
726-7). PI1Y:':d.!. here roe ana for Creon how much one has grown. 
~ow thtF: :i,des" ,'1111 shape his attitude tow3.rd right and wrong 
jean be se~~ :from 'the cox'o11ar;'l of this position: the standard 
of !"lght and t"rong is th~ one who h~s gttown the m.ost. Creon 
id()(;}l! use .~.n t1e~, "lhlci1 will be im..nortant 1.n the structure of 
Robert F" Goheen., ~~ser.l .. q!. S.ophO!;;l~s ~Ant.1.!0ne (Princeton, 1,!. J.: Princeton university Press, 1951T, pp. l3t"-;i3. 
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Antigone's position, but he uses it with his own peculiar twist. 
The idea is this: Creon remarks to Haemon that hE> has to keep 
his own house in order before he can expect to rule the city 
(lines 659-62). Here he uses physis in the meaning of "house-
hold II; however, he does not refer to the bonds of the family 
but only to the unit to be ruled. 
Antigone's idea of phzslS is completely different. 
Although she does not use the noun in her speeches in the play, 
she refers to the idea through the verb and other words. 
When she is trying to persuade Ismene to help her bury 
polyneices' corpse, .Antigone taunts Ismene by saying that 
she will show whether she 1s noble or not by her action on 
the matter (lines 37-8). Antigone herself reveals her deep 
ties of familial affection by telling Creon that she cannot 
Join him in hatred but only in love (line 523). It is in 
this last section that Antigone shows a family sense whtch 
has been with her during the whole play. Sile argues the. t 
her relation to her brother makes the present situation 
d1fferent fro:n one of simple disobedience because the 
Victim is her brother (lines 511-23). 'rhis idea is merely the 
11mple conclusion of an attitude heavily devoted to the family ti 
which comes up again and again in the play (e.g., lines 38, 
45-6, 71-4, 503, 511-13, in which Antigone makes reference 
to the brother-sister relationship). As Kitto pOints out, 
the reason for Antigone's action is not desire to achieve 
7 
peace for Polyneices' soul but more personal ones. He was 
her brother. 
There is another direction in which the family bond 
causes action; this is the movement of the family curse in 
the fate of Antigone. The old curse on Laius for kidnapping 
Chrysippus, the son of Pelops, was still at work in the family 
blood; the life of Oedipus had shown the working of this 
curse, and the birth of Antigone herself was in incest (lines 
857-71). Greene does not find fatalism in this curse but 
merely a readiness to refer to external causes what is un-
8 
pleasant. The point still remains, though: Antigone 
recognizes a family bond even in a curse. 
The theme of the family bond which appears in the 
7 
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William Chase Greene, Moira: Fate, Good, and Evil in ~k Thou~ (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ), p. 1 6. 
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curse on the family of Laius is sim11ar to the basis for the 
blood vengeance which the Eumenides are determined to fulfill 
in the Oresteia. Because she is part of the family, Antigone 
shares in the curse; because he has murdered the woman who 
bore him, Orestes comes under the curse of the clan. The 
situations are d1fterent in that Orestes is personally res-
ponsible for the crime of which he is accused, but the back-
ground for both 1s the same tribU law wh1ch was current 1n 
9 
Greece from 1000-750 B. C. Orestes, w1th the help of Apollo, 
eventually argues that 1t 1s the father who sows the seed 
and the mother who only nurtures 1t and therefore that the 
bond of blood exists only with the father. The point here 
is that Aeschylus does not use the word paxsis or the verb 
form to express this bond. In this respect, Sophocles and 
Aeschylus d1ffer. 
In the Antigone the ppzs1s-nomos d1stinction 1s 
incarnated. In her devotion to the family above all else, 
1n her love for her brother, 1n her instinctive rea11zation 
ot personal duty despite pos1tIve law, Antigone well represents 
-
9 
11 Hubert J. Tres ton,Po1ne: A Study; 1n Ancient Greek ji9Od-Vengeance (New York: Longmans, Green ana ao., 19~j), 
• 423. 
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the idea behind physis. Creon at times almost seems a cari-
cature for nomos in his rationalistic view of things, his 
demand for respect, his devotion to the state above all else. 
The surprising thing about Antigone in the play is not that 
she thinks the way she does (for she is a woman) but that 
she is forceful enough to resist the authority of Creon and 
follow her convictions. The surprising thing about Creon 
is that he is hard-headed enough to follow his reasoning 
to the bitter end before he admits his mistake. In this 
way does the physis-nomos conflict arise. 
Goheen pOints out the development of the physis-nomos 
10 
theme. Creon states that a man can be known only in the 
exercise of power (making laws--nomoi: lines 175-7). He 
places the state in a supreme position. These facts give the 
reason for his law about the desecration of the body of Poly-
neices. Antigone says that the gods alone have the authority 
to make such a law. Under this pressure, Creon develops a view 
of the family which is based on mere physical generation and 
aSSistance by offspring (lines 641-60). There is no recognition 
ot blood relationship as relevant to the law. As the male is 
-
10 
Goheen, 87-8. 
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dominant over the female, so the ruler is dominant over the 
state; thus nomos becomes a mere function of power (lines 
659-65). As Goheen says, "The ethical relativism within this 
point of Vie\'! is soon after brought to the forefront when 
Creon and Hae ,non sp11 t openly on whether the city is to gfit 
its rights and directions from one man or whether it belongs 
to the many and must include religiously ordained principles 
11 
of justice (lines 733-49}." In contrast to Creon, Antigone 
finds the values for action in what she is, her egysis, and 
in the unwritten laws (lines 450-60). She values highly the 
blood-relation with her family. She sums up the difference 
between herself and Creon by saying that it is her nature to 
join 1n loving, not in hat1ng (line 523). 
Such 1s the p,gysis-nomos contrast in the Antigone. 
A similar problem of natural law versus positive law appears 
in The Suppliant Maidens of Aeschylus, but there is not a 
8imilar exploitation of the word physis to car~ the meaning. 
Sophocles however has discussed the problem in terms of the 
Ileaning of PBlsis in the Antigone. 
-
Sophocles makes use of the idea behind the word phySis 
11 
Ibid. 
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throughout the Oedipus trilogy. In the Oedipus the KinS 
he uses it to indicate Oedipus' search £or identity. In the 
Oedipus at Colonus, he uses it to demonstrate the character 
of Oedipus. In the Antigon~, he uses it to explain the 
character of Ant1gone--why she did what she did, her nobility, 
her devotion to her family. In the Philoctetes, Sophocles 
will exploit to the full the idea of .2&siS as character 
which is dominant 1n his plays. 
The Phi10ctetes of Sophocles is a play o£ character 
1£ it is anything. In it three very different men--Odysseus, 
Phi10ctetesj and Neopto1emus--form a triangle around which 
the action of the pl$Y moves. Odysseus 1s the clever man who 
gets the job done; he represents the author1ty at the Greek 
army. Phi10etetes is a man who has suffered for a long time 
and through that suffering has become firmly independent; 
he represents the pole opposite Odysseus. Neopto1emus is the 
~ung man who is torn between conflicting loyalties in a test 
of character that seems impossible; he is the bridge between 
12 
Ph110ctetes and Odysseus. 
12 
Cf. Kirkwood, 144. 
In a play which is a study of character the words 
which are used to describe the key figures are very Significant. 
In the Philoctetes, Sophocles uses the word physis in key 
contexts to describe Neoptolemus, the figure whose character 
1s chiefly under consideration. Odysseus himself recognizes the 
nobility in Neoptolemus when he asks Neoptolemus to deceive 
for just one day even though he is not used to it (lines 
79-82). Philoctetes says that Neoptolemus' sympathy for him 
1s due to his noble birth and character (lines 874-6). Just 
before he tells Philoctetes the truth about his mission, 
Neoptolemus says that everything is offensive when a man is 
false to his true 8elf--his birth and character--and does 
rong while Knowing it (lines 902-3).lfhen he receives the 
ow back from Neoptolemus, Philoctetes tells him that he has 
shown his lineage (lines 1310-11). In all of these examples 
of ~hysis, the double meaning of Jlbirth-character n 
11 present and vital to the meaning of the play. 
'i'he course of action in the play reveals how much 
is built on character with the double meaning of 
818 ("birth-character") as background. Odysseus persuades 
hesltant Neoptolemus to help him steal Philoctetes' bow 
15 
by appealing to the young mants loyalty to the state. As 
the son of AChllles, Neoptolemus realizes that he must help 
the cause of the Greeks at Troy. In his attempts to decelve 
Phlloctetes, Neoptolemus trles to give the wrong impression 
13 
but he does not tell downright 11es. Because he is the son 
of Achilles and a trustworthy character, Neoptolemus gets 
Phlloctetea to give him his bow. The sufteri~ ot Philoctetes 
move Neoptolemus much; finally Neoptolemus realizes that he 
cannot dew.ive Ph1loctetes any longer. Even though he has 
told the truth, Neoptolemu8 cannot return the bow 1mmediately 
because he feelS bound to the Greek army. He goes away with 
Odysseus, but suddenly he returns and gives the bow back to 
Ph1loctetes. Neoptolemu8 agrees to take Ph1loctetes home. 
Bia real character has asserted itself. At this point 
Beracles appears to tell Philoctetes to do the very thing 
he didn't want to do--proceed to Troy with the Greeks; but 
the main point of the revealing of Neoptolemus' character 
Itill remains. 
The phls1s of Neoptolemus 1s his 1nher1ted character 
13 
s. K. Adams, Sophocles the PlaZ!rlght (Toronto: 
UniverSity ot Toronto Press, 1951), p. 142. 
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and the highest standard of conduct which he can reach. The 
concrete example ot the meaning of the word which the play 
Philoctetes provides is a good summary of Sophocles' thought 
on PhYsis in all his pl~8. It was the character of the person 
in connection with his birth which chiefly interested Sophocles. 
In the Ajax, the two Oedipus plays, the Antigone, and the 
Philoctetes there are fascinating characters whom Sophocles 
studies and develops with the intent of exploring their Rgylis. 
For Sophocles, physis is quality, breeding, nobility, and worth 
of character which has grown from an origin as from a seed. 
Euripides writes his own kind of plays, and he has 
his own use of the word RAlsis. A number of h1splays have 
themes which might exploit the meanings of the word which had 
'been developed at that time, and Euripides himself might have 
followed the lead of Sophocles in developing the word and the 
idea behind the word. I will discuss the plays of Euripides 
in the rest of this chapter for the purpose of determining 
just what this last of the tragiC playwrights did with R~Sis. 
Like Sophocles' Oedipus the KinS, Euripides· ~ 
i. a search for identity. Ion, a boy in service of Apollo 
at Delphi, does not know who his parents are; XuthU8 and Creusa 
(the real mother of Ion) are searching for a cure for child-
lessness. Creusa tries to kill Ion when the oracle tells 
Xuthus that Ion is his son, and Ion tries to kill Creusa when 
, 
her poison fails. In the end Creusa recognizes her son's 
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cradle and thereby Ion, and Ion finds out that Creusa is really 
his mother and Apollo his father. 
Euripides does not use phl!is to carry the meaning of 
this search for identity by Ion. He does use the verb to 
indicate the birth of Ion, his origin. The difference between 
!2!! and OediRus "the Kin5 is this: Euripides does not exploit 
the word PBlsis or the verb ~ in the course of his play. 
There is not the wordplay or the repetition of idea that 
we find 1n the play of Sophocles. There are not the two 
poles of birth and character to form the tense d~~n1sm of 
Oedipus the Kina. ~ is a play of recognition, and ehys1s 
~rely pOints to the origin of Ion instead of taking a key 
role 1n his discovery. 
The theme of the Alcestis is life a.nd death. ,\dmetus 
will never die if he can get someone to die for him. His 
~arents refuse, so Alcestis, his wife, offers to take his 
~lace. She is brou~lt back to life by the god Heracles, who 
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enjoyed Admetus' hospitality at the time of Alcestis' death. 
There is some connection with physis in the theme of the 
Alcestis because there is a violation of what is ordinary. 
Everyone must die, and everyone has a right to live as long as 
he can. Admetus tries to avoid this law of life through the 
exercise of his privilege, and he goes beyond what is natural 
in doing so. Pheres, Admetus' father, says as much when he 
explains why he refuses to die in place of Admetus: Admetus 
was "bornll for himself, for good or ill (lines 685-6). 
In that Admetus is trying to go beyond nature in avoid-
ing death, he is similar to Ajax and Prometheus. But the para~­
leI does not go much further because Euripides does not develop 
this theme as much as do Aeschylus and Sophocles. 
In the Hippolytus, Euripides discusses a theme which 
is very much like that in Sophocles I Philoctetes. Hippolytus 
counts himself among those who have in-born self control 
(lines 79-81); he prides himself on tnis fact. The whole play 
is a confirmation of that self-control just as the Philoctetes 
~s a confirmation of the character of Neoptolemus. There is 
a difference, though, and it lies in this: Euripides does 
-
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not exploit the word physis or the meaning contained in the 
ord. Euripides, in fact, describes a character who is lacking 
something in his nature rather than one who is fulfIlled in 
his character. HippolYtus resists the advances of his step-
other, keeps his oath not to reveal her passion while she 
falsely accuses him and kills herself, and dies because of h1s 
virtue. But his character is not developed enough to be a 
ompletely human one. 
In his Medea and his Helen" EurIpIdes descrlbes the 
nature, the character, of two women. Medea is shrewd, help-
less and evil; her character is indicated 10 contexts in 
which the verb ~ a.ppears. The whole course of action in 
the play--frorn Medea's first helpless rage over the infideli-
ties of Jason to her final decision to kill her children in 
revenge--has one p:Arpose: to show what sort of person Hedea 
Is. Jason himself sums up what has developed in the play when 
he calls Medea a tigress and refers to her fierce nature (lines 
1339-43). In Helen, Theonoe describes her own nature and uses 
this r,,:~tqre as the norm for deciding what action she sho:~ld take 
1.n helping Henelaus escape from Eg,ypt with Helen ali va (lines 
998-1012). In both of these plays there is reference to the 
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natures of individual women with some implication of a general 
application to all women, but the idea is not explo1ted to the 
extent that 1t is 1n the Philoctetes of Sophocles. 
We may draw a general conclusion from the study of the 
plays of Euripides wh1ch are similar to the plays of Sophocles 
as regards the theme of parsis. In Euripides the idea behind 
physis is not as operative as it is in the writings of 
Sophocles. The use of the word and the idea is of minor 
importance. 
The Phoenician Maidens of Euripides portrays the 
working out of the curse on the house of Laius. It tells the 
story of the battle between Eteocles and Polylleices, Oedipus' 
children, over the throne of' Thebes. Despite the interven-
tion ot Jocasta, the brothers duel and kill each other. The 
atmosphere of the play is one of the unavoidable process 
of Fate .. 
'rl1ere is some rei'lec tion of this theme in conte Jts of 
RhySis in this play, although there is not much emphasis on 
this connaction of li'ate and 1211:{sis. In trying to dissuade 
Iteoeles from fighting his brother, Jocasta argu~sthat nature 
lDade men equal an.d tha.t. i't is inequality which treads hate 
....... 
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(lines 528-558). After Creon ha.s told him to go into exile 
to relieve Thebes of his curse, Oedipus laments his Fate which 
has brought so much suffering on him (lines 1595-1604). In 
both of' these cases, the verb phyo is used. 
A passage in Tne Trojan Women indicates that Euripides 
looked on RAv8is as the determining law of Nature. Hecuba. prays 
to Zeus "to bring ,justice to the affairs of men; she wants Mene-
laus to punish Helen (lines 884-8). The significant thing is 
that she ca:.t.ls Zeus Nature's Law. 'The passage is not developed 
further in that play. 
The reference to Eature in a context which implies 
r-;},ture occurs with greater clarity in the Bacchanals than 1 t 
does in The 'rroJan Women.. 'rhe importance of this passage lies 
in the fa.c't that it 1s t,1'1e earliest datable (415 B. C.) occur-
renee of Na.ture as a single univel'sal force responsible for 
14 
physical movement. 
r~ature a.s a whole,. as the ec;..J.ivalent of the cosmos, is 
a fundamental theme of the Bacchanals. The devotion of tile 
women tv Dionysus in the play is represented by a return ,to 
-
14 
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nature] the women go to the woods to perform their rites, dress 
in the skins 9f animals, and enter into a close communion with 
nature. The women and D10nysus represent a facet of human ex-
perience wh.ich Pentheus cannot understand yet which is real 
nonetheless. This facet is the irrational side of humanity, 
the passiona'l.;s, the emotional, the feeling produced by wine and 
contact wi tn, the natural. The play is a presentation of the 
tragic result of neglecting the irrational side of humanity. 
'l'he meaning of Ehysis in the Bacchanals becomes clear 
from a passage of the play (lines 893-6). 'I'he Chorus says tha.t 
it costs little lito consider what has been accepted through long 
15 
ages (to be) an etern.al trutll and grounded in nature." Here 
Euripides resolves the 29Ysis-nomos conflict by grounding the 
custom in nature. But wllat does nature mean? n,1'o the Bacchanals 
'nature' can, in the context of the play and of the ode, mean 
only the natural tendency to act upon irrational impulse in the 
herd.. • • • It 1s the la.ws which the herd accepts and dictates 
Wl!'i.ch the Bacchanals recognise as eternal and as having an 
unchallengeable basis in nature; and for them, unlike Plato, man 
15 
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is most himself when he is most like the animals, living for the 
1 
day J catching the pleasl.ire of the day, hunting and being hunted. If 
The idea of nature here is the wild, unpredictable nature of the 
world unma.rked by the hand of man; the response of the Bacchanals 
is in pertec t harmony ,,'lith this world. 
This meaning of nature and the natural 1s very different 
from the menning used in the AJax of Sophocles and the Alcestis 
of Euripides. In thoDe plays the natural wnw what was congenital 
to man ru:: distinguished from what was proper to the gods. \<1 hen 
Aja..x boasted of having pOHe~:, beyond that of men, he "ias guilty 
of hybr1s and eventually :Cell. When Admetus tried to avoid the 
donth ~'lhich is proper for men, he \'lent beyond wha.t is human. In 
the Bacchana.ls, Euripides is in.tent on developing just Nhat is 
included in "the natural to man, II and especially the irrational 
tendencies 't'4hich ::}()st unite man to the vlOl"'ld about him. 
In this chapter I llave attempted to give some of the 
bacl"t,round of thought in the )lays c~ the three famou.s Greek 
tragedhtns insofar as this bacltground clarifies the mean1ng of 
16 
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physis. In the Ajax there was some discussion of the meaning 
"what is natural to man. ,! In the Oedipus trilogy (Oedipus the 
King, Oedipus at Colonus, Antigone) there was a development of 
the !lbirth-character" meaning of physis in the light of Oedipus' 
search for his identity, his manifestation of his nobility" and 
Antigone's instinctive action because of the natural law which 
was w:;.thin her. The theme of "birth-character" reached its full 
development in the Philoctetes. It is this play which is the 
best representative of Sophocles' conception of the idea behind 
physis. For him physis is a person, and his plays &'re attempts 
to describe different persons and the reasons which motivate 
their actions. £uripides' use of prgsis is not as clear as that 
of Sophocles. There is some thought background which forms a 
significant theme of a play, such as the search for identity in 
Ion, but the force of such themes is not vital. There are 
various points of comparison with the plays of Sophocles, such 
as the ilwhat is natural to mann theme of the Alcestis and the 
Ajax and the Hin-born nature ll theme of the Hippolytus and the 
,Ehiloc te tes • The fl women I s nature II theme of the Helen and 
especially the Medea is similar to the treatment of the Philoc-
~tesJ but the emphasis on the woman's point of view is pecul-
-
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larly Euripidean. There are other themes and backgrounds or 
thought which are peculiar to Euripides. The idea of Fate in 
the Phoenician Maidens is an example of the necsssi ty which 
occurs in connection illth physis in Euripides. Instead of deal-
ing with personal character as does Sophocles, Euripides expands 
E91sis to indicate the whole world and its influence on men. 
This idea occurs aga.in in The TrOJan Ylomen when Hecuba addresses 
Zeus as Nature's Law. The final development occurs in the 
Bacchanals where .!2h1..8is is the natural world, the cosmos, which 
corresponds to the animal pt:lrt of humani ty. In none of his 
plays, though, does Euripides really exploit the 'l>lord or the 
ideas behind physls, except perhaps in the Ba.cchanals, where the 
theme is the naturalistic worship of Dionysus. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The history of physis in early Greek literature is full 
and interesting. The period from Homer to Euripides covers 
four hundred years, yet in this short time the meaning and use of 
physis developed much. It is possible to watch the thought of a 
people develop as the meaning of their words develop, and this 
fact is particularly true in the case of physis. As the study of 
fhe thought of a people will throw light on their language, so a 
study of the language of a people will throw light on their 
thought. 
The word physis began its long history in Greek literaturE 
appropriately--in Homer, the great poet of the Greek language. 
Tremeaning of the noun in Homer is closely connected with the 
verb; in fact it seems to be merely a logical development from thE 
idea of the verb. Things which grow have a certain appearance, 
which corresponds to a stage in that gBowth. The fact that 
RhYsis is used only once in all of the writings of Homer does 
seem to be important. Was the reason for this the kind of writin€ 
86 
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done 1n ep1c poetry? Or doe. thi. tact indicate that Homer's age 
as a whole was simply not interested in the meaning conveyed in 
the word pArsis? Another piece ot evidence is provided by Hesiod, 1 
who wrote after Homer. Hesied does not use the word Pnlsis at 
all 1n his writ1ngs. This seema a b1t surprising because he 1s 
wr1ting about agriculture and the things ot the country. For that 
matter, wny did not Homer use eElsis in his sense ot appearance 
to describe the heroes about whom he wrote? The answer to allot 
these questions 1s not clear# but 1t does seem sate to conclude 
that the people were not thinking abstractly 1n those early days. 
It was the viv1d descript10n of Homer or the account of the b1rth 
of the gods that satistied the simple tolk. Two and one-half 
centuries would pass betore different questions would bother men 
and they would begin consciously to use words whose meaning had 
until that time remained latent. 
During the sixth century betore Christ, when some peace 
had come to Ionin under the rule ot Cyrus and Darius, a tew ~en 
~egan to wonder about the world in which they lived" This spir1 t 
of 1nquiry was not a sudden occurrence, tor men had wondered tor 
1 
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centuries about the seasons and the gods and theIr polItical or-
ganizations. At the turn ot the century (600 B. c.), Bolon put in 
legislation at Athens which was to give that city Its spirit and 
the foundation tor its development; thIs leg1slation indicates 
the kind ot study ot law which was going on at the t1me. When 
en turned their attention to the world around them and lett the 
ractical aftairs ot human llte, someth1ng d1fterent happened. 
ere were no questiona ot how to handle a situation and how to 
atisty a need; there was only one question--what is the meaning 
r the universe? To answer this question, thinkers like Thales, 
naximander, and Anaximenes telt they had to d1scover the source 
r everything. Once they and men 11ke them had begun this study, 
here was no end to 1t. The search tor the source ot the universe 
ecame the search tor the ultimate meaning ot the universe, and 
search is continued tod~ in the science ot ph1losopny. 
In the early days ot the Presoeratics, the object ot the 
hilosophers' inqu1ry was pAlsis. This word stood for the world 
bieh was under study, the world Which blossomed and died and 
axed and waned with the eha.ng1ng seasons. Phy!i8 contained all 
t this movement and lite w1thin it, and this tlgrowth" had intel-
iglbility behind it. 
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PAYsis was the most obvious thing to catch the attention of the 
earlier thinkers, and it absorbed their attention throughout the 
history of Greek philosophy. Thales gazed at the stars and said 
that water, the giver of life to growing thingJ, was the source 
of everything; Aristotle discussed the constituents of the uni-
verse in his Phlsics and developed much of his philosophy from 
biology. l!ttYsip is an element common to both. Anaximander and 
Anaximenes proposed different things as the source of the universe 
but they were both talking about the same phlsis. When Parmenides 
was subjecting the universe to his critical examination, he called 
that which he was denying by the name which he thought appropriate 
2Alsis. And he was right, because pAysis represented at that time 
all that Parmenides meant by "becoming.fI Later in Greek history, 
Plato would use phYsis in an opPOSite meaning--to refer to his rea 
2 
world, the world of ideas. It is the impact of the sophists 
which makes this change in meaning possible. 
The new ldeas which developed with the Presoeratics spread 
into many parts of Greek lite in the sixth century betore Christ. 
Solon's reforms in Athens and Xenophanea t attack on the pOlYtheism 
and anthropomorphism of traditional Greek religion show the in-
-
2 
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fluenee of the new ideas on the established order. But the tri-
umph of the new was not a blOOdless COURI there was a reaction 
by the aristocracy in the lut part of that century and in the 
first part of the fifth century. One of the spokesmen of this 
reaction was the poet Pindar. He wrote of the glory of the momen 
of Victory in the Greek cames and in doing so he wrote of the 
glory of traditional Greece. 
Pindar's regard for excellence appears in his use of 
PhYsis and a. word he uses more trequently--phYa. The words de-
scribe the inherited characterist1cs of a man, his qua11ties. 
Pindar recognizes breeding and aristocracy, and he uses PBlsis 
to bdlp describe what he means by these institutions of Greek 
social life. 
Aeschylus diftered in outlook from Pindar. Aeschylus 
grew up in Athens firs t under the tyrants and then under the new 
democracy. Where Pindar looked back, Aeschylus looked ahead. 
'!'he strains and problema of his changing world appear in his play • 
He wrote of the danger of human ptbris and divine retribution in 
:!'he Persians. He wrote ot the conflict between natural law and 
the positive law in ~e SUPR11ant Maidens. He wrote ot the grind 
1ng mills of tate when there is a curse on a house in Seven 
iii iii 
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Against Thebes. He wrote o~ p~r1s among the gods and its ul-
timate punishment and made a god the symbol of suf'tering mankind 
in the Prometheus Bound. In the Oresteia he raised the pro~lem 
o~ the blood curse and finally came to a solution of it. In all 
of his plays Aeschylus tried to reconcile the old myths, religious 
beliets, and laws with the new knowledge and skills possessed by 
the men of his time. He looked to the future of a changing 
Greece. 
Aeschylus does not use pllysiS significantly in his plays. 
Perhaps he does not do so because he 1s a democrat and therefore 
3 has no interest in birth and breeding. Whatever the reason may 
be, the fact still stands that Aeschylus uses the word only a 
few t1_a and then only in its simplest meaning of "appearance. tI 
There will have to be some sophistication in thought before the 
tragedians begin to develop the meaning in the word. 
It is difficult to sort out the various influences of the 
sophists, the historians, and the medical writers on one another 
during the fifth century. Ideas are common to all of these groups 
and to the tragedians. The same is true in the case of R.91sis. 
~rhaps the sophists developed the Relais-nomos distinction first; 
3 
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perhaps Sophocles provided the real impetus to the discussion. 
It may even be that both groups were drawing on a common source 
which is lost now. For the sake of clarity, I will proceed as 
I have done and present a summary of the historians, sophists, 
and medical writers first and then discuss the findings on 
Ehysis in the tragedians. 
Herodotus was interested in everything in the world he 
found about himself, and he travelled far to learn about differ-
ent peoples and personalities and animals and customs. In 
an age of increasing rationalism and scientific inquiry, he 
stood out because of his delight in stories and myths. These 
characteristics appear when Herodotus uses the word p1}ysis, 
as he does many times. Herodotus uses physis to describe the 
unusual things which he sees in his travels; this physis 
refers to all of the qualities of a thing, to that which dis-
tinguishes a crocodile from a horse, to that which typifies a 
river J a fire, or a man. There is little of the scientific 
eX~ctness here that came in with the Presocratics. While other 
men wrestled with the problems of law and government and won-
dered about the meaning of the world, Herodotus saw as much of 
the world as he could and described what he saw, its pgysis. 
r "' 
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The medical writers used £,h18i8 in much the same way 
that Herodotus did. They used the word to describe the pat1ent 
as he appeared to them. Thus the word came to mean the !Tconsti-tution," the ntemperament," the 'dispositionlt of the patient. This is a usage peculiar to the medical writers. 
The last half of the fifth century was the golden age 
of Athenian political life. It was the age of Pericles and the democracy. The life of the c1ty-etatawas the center of atten-
tion for moat people, and the political life was the goal and 
ambition of many. In this atmosphere a group of men whom we 
no\'1 ca.l1 the soph.ists appeared and cla.imed to teach tlwisdom. fI Theirs was especially a politicaJ. wisdom, and the goel of their 
education waS the political life which was so important in that day. They discussed education and its methods, man and his 
nature, persuasion and truth. Their teaching vas not so much 
a philosophy as a humanism. 
Throughoc~t the remnants of sophistic literature, from Protagoras to Hipplas, there are certain common themes. Man is educable. Truth is different from the appearance of truth. There is a deep dichotomy in things which must be resolved--RQysis and nomos. Different sophists studied ditferent things: 
Hippias discussed law, Prodicus discussed cultural history, and 
Gorgias discussed truth. All found the dichotomy between PAYsi. 
and nomos and used it in their teaching. The 29¥siS ot man 
can be educated; it is not the "character" which one receives 
at birth, as it is in Pindar. The aristocratic idea of nature 
gives way to a concern tor human nature--what it is and what 
it can tell man about himself.. This idea ot human nature was 
very 1mportan t j in Jaeger's words, II I t \'~ as a ,rea t and tunda. ... 
4 
mental discovery of the Greek mind." Thus it was that the 
interest of the sophists with man and his affairs helped develop 
Greek thought and prepare the foundation tor the age ot Plato. 
Thucydides wrote at the same time that the sophists 
spoke, and he shows a sensitivity to their ideas. He had a 
much narrower scope than Herodotus, but he saw what he did see 
more deeply. He wrote ot mankind 1n the city-state he knew so 
well--Athens. Ilis view of man was not the teacher's view ot 
the sophists; he saw man in the context ot the Peloponnesian 
War which formed the subject ot his history. Thus his concern 
is more with the m.ora~ and socia.l nature of man than with his 
4 
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human nature. His ideas on man's nature appear when he describes 
history as endlessly recurring because or the constant nature 
of man. 
Thucydides snows his conn(~ction with the sbphists when 
he applies the idea of 2hYsis in its logical political extreme 
in the Melian Dialogue. The ideas of Thrasymachus and Calli-
cles find political existence in this episode. They live on 
as a. .memorial to the fact that right haG and can become the 
advantage of those who have pBfsis, power. 
50p110cle& comes on the scene in the midst of things 
and leaves at the very end. He was writing plays when the 
sophists held their discussions on man, and he took part in 
these discussions through the characters in his plaJs. He 
wrote his last plays wben the empire had fallen, and he shared 
some of the sense o;f' Fate which was so predominant in the think-
ing of 'rhucydides. Above all he is the master of the great 
noble ch.aractel'. The people he depicts are living, and they 
live for the ages. Sophocles represents the highest successes 
ot Greek tragedy. 
TIle plays of Sophocles give a good account of his im-
pact. 'The Aj ax portrays a noble character caught in pybrls and 
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driven to destruction by the gods. Some of the ideas of Aes-
chylus on justice and divine retribution are echoed in this 
play. In The Women of lTSChis, Sophocles portrays another in-
teresting and noble character--Deia.n1ra. Here again there is 
ultimate sorrow when Deianira kills the husband whose affection 
she is trying to regain, but it 1s a noble kind of sorrow which 
is worthy of a great character. The Electra delineates the 
sharp character of a. strong woman. The .:\ntigone depicts a 
strong woman also, but there is much more in this play. Antigone 
is trying to be honest to what she iSJ she finds difficulty in 
doing this because Creon, the representative of the state, op-
poses her., Here Sophocles is treating the -RP:lsis-nomos dicho-
tomy in his own WB¥ but along the same lines tha.t the sophists 
treated it. 
of Antigone. 
The result is the vindication in death of the stand 
The Philoctetes treats of nobility of character 
explicitly; that topic is the theme of the play, and the word 
RhYsis is used tJl:!:'oughout to indicate the idea of llnoble char-
acter.!! Oedipus the KinS and Oedipus at Colonus tell of Sopho-
cles' most fascinating personality. They tell of his search 
tor identity and his discovery of the awful truth, his accept-
ance of his lot and his :fine . .! union with the gods. It is in his 
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last play, q~dipus at ColonuB, that SO~locleB reaches the ulti-
mate in bringing to life the noble chD.!"acter. 
In his plays Sopi:locles spoke most of' all about cha.racter, 
about Rhy'sis. If there is one ti.ling which his plays have ta.ught 
man, it is this. 
huripides shared ideas with the sophists, too, but 
stressed a different side of them than did Sophocles. W'here 
Sophocles stressed the humanism, the ha;~onlous development and 
presentation of man in his plays, Euripides criticized the world 
of convention that he knew and sorted out the discords of life. 
His characters are sh'ong and challenging, and his plots are 
unorthoa.;);.:. Alcestis, Medea, and. Hippolytus are very much 
individuals, yet they stand for something more than individual. 
In one play passion rules supreme, in another the complete ab-
sence of paSSion, and in a third play the epit.ome of married 
love. As a rationalist, Euripides subjects everything to his 
analysis; but i J. his analysis he finds the irrational in man--
his feelings and passions. In that he points out this ir-
rational in his plays and stresses its importance, he goes 
beyond hie rationalism toward a complete realistic view of man. 
Euripides is a philo£opher and a psychologist in one. 
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In the Medea he portr,::tys the pm'lerful passions which move a 
mother to kill her children; in the Br,(:chanals he describes the 
forces in women again bU.t in connection with the uncivilized 
l'/orld of wild, spontaneous Natur:;. When Euripides has finished 
drawing the character of Hippolytus, he leaves behind the ques-
tion: why is Hippolytus this way? Euripides probes the human 
heart with the human mind, and his result 13 show the heav,r im-
pr int of the mind. 
Euripides deals with ideas where Sophocles deals with 
the human spirit. This fact is no less true when there is ques-
tion of the use of Etl/~. There are many places in his plays 
where Eu:~" .Lpides could have exploIted the meaning of IFllsis, 
but he does not. He uses the word in many different contexts 
\1i th many different mearlings, but he is more interested in the 
ideas than in the ~lOrd. vfuere Sophocles w'ill use a k.ey word 
to probe the meaning of the human spirit, Euripides wlll use 
key ideas and a :n.ultiplicity of them. It is in these two 
tragedians respectively that PhYsis finds its ultimate inten-
sity in meaning and extension in use in fifth-century Greek 
literature. 
APPENDIX 
The Meanings of Physis in Greek Literature to the End of the 
Fifth Century. 
Homer: "appearance, II "growth" 
Milesian Naturalists (Thales, Anaxlmander, Anaximenes): 
"origin,!! "growth," IIsource of origin fl 
Heraclitus: lithe rea.l nature of a thing" (as contrasted 
with the popular opinion of it) 
Parmenides: Ilbecoming!! 
Empedocles: "becoming,!t '1process of m.lxing and separation" 
Pindar: Hgrowth," "bodily being" 
Aeschylus: "appearance H 
Herodotus: " appearance !I 
Medical Writers: "ccnstitution, II !ltemperament" 
Protagoras and Prodicus: "the na.tural" 
Gorgias: "not-beingll 
Antiphon: florder," !!equilibrium" 
Hippias: "human nature" 
Thucydides: "imma.n na.ture," "pOl'ler!! 
Sophocles: "character, \I "birth, n "birth-charac ter" 
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Euripides: "che.racter .. ff "Nature,1I "human nature," II manners !I 
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